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Astronauts Begin Trip
Home With New Samples
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Lions Club
Radio Auction
Is Success
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David Lanier, chairman of
the Murray Lions Club Radio
auction corrunitrie, today announced the project was a great
success with total sale of
$3,510.48.
Tommy Shirley and Johnny
McDougal were other members
serving on the auction coinniatee.
Rex Thompson. president of
the Murray Lions Club, said this
was the most successful auction ever held by the Lions and
expressed his gratitude to the
merchants of Murray and
Calloway County for their
donations and also thanked
those who purchased the
merchandise.
Lanier said that those who
could not pick up their merchandise cards at Morray City
Hall could call Steve Sexton on
Monday, December 18, at 7532424 and make arrangements to
pay for the items they bought
and get the merchandise card.

The Weather
Jackson Purchase
Clear and cold iodsy tonight
and Sunday. Highs today mid
20s. Lows tonight 10 to 15 degrees. Highs Sunday 32 to 38.
Winds, north to northwesterly
12 to 20 miles per hour and gusty today, diminishing tonight.
Mostly y.tudy 'Monday and
Tuesday. with chance of rain or
snow an Tuesday. Partly cloudy
and cool Wednesday. Daytime
high ia the low to mid 40s.
Nighttime low in the low to mid
20s Monday and in the mid to
upper 20s Tuesday and Wednesday.
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SPACE CENTER, Houston
AP) — The three men of the
last, longest and most scientifically productive Apollo lunar
mission start a 68-hour journey
home today with samples and
new sightings of an intriguing
discovery — orange moon soil.
Astronauts Eugene A. Cernan, Harrison H. Schmitt and
Ronald E. Evans -- the last
men to see the moon close up
perhaps in this century — will
fire Apollo 17's engine at 6:33
p.m. EST and shoot out of lunar orbit toward a South Pacific splashdown next Tuesday.
Tucked in Apollo 17's hold is
a resord cargo of moon samples collected by Cernan and
Schmitt, including the orange
dust found Tuesday.
Apollo 17 will break away
from lunar orbit with a rocket
firing while behind the moon
and out of contact with earth.
The spacecraft will lose radio
contact at 6:13 p.m. EST on its
last orbit and, if the rocket firing is successful, emerge from
behind the moon at 6145 p.m.
EST, on its way toward earth
240,000 miles away.
On their final full work day
in orbit Friday, Schmitt, a geologist, spotted streaks and
patches of orange and red-orange around a crater called
Sulpicius Gallus.
"Man, we're seeing an orange moon now," said Schmitt.
as the scientist gazed at the
surface 75 miles below.
The crater is on the edge of
the Sea of Serenity, a vast lunar plain which appears as the
man in the moon's left eye as
viewed from earth.
Schmitt and Cernan, during
their 75 hours on the moon's
surface, discovered a small
patch of orange soil. That findings was in the Taurus-Iittrow
valley, an inlet of Serenity 1,200
miles east of Sulpicius Gallus.
Monday, they became the
11th and 12th men to land on
the moon. They blasted away
and rejoined Evans in the command
ship
America
on

One Section
Today
Ten Pages
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Thursday. Evans had been conducting experiments, in orbit
while Cernan and Evans went
to the moon in lander Challenger, which was later destroyed.
Discovery of the Sulpicius
Gallus field of orange may
prove that volcanos existed late
in lunar history in at least two
moon locations.
In later orbits, Schmitt described the color as "an orange-gray, but it's clearly a
distinct hue."
Apollo 17 is the first of the
moon missions to orbit at a
latitude passing over Sulpicius
Gallus and Cernan, Schmitt and
Evans are the first to report

distinct pastel colors on the
moon from orbit.
Instruments and cameras are
housed in a bay of the spaceship's service module, which is
abandoned in space just before
splashdown.
Evans will retrieve the film
and data with a space walk on
Sunday.
On Monday, in Apollo's final
television program from space,
the astronauts will conduct a
news conference from aboard
their speeding spacecraft. They
will answer questions posed by
newsmen and relayed by Mission Control.

Graham Movie, 'Time To Run'
Rescheduled For Late January
Originally scheduled for the
week of November 15-21, the
most recent Billy Graham
feature-length motion picture,
"Time to Run," has been rescheduled in Murray for
January 31 through February 3
at the Capri Theater.
A preview showing of the
film, the world premiere for
which was held November 10 in
Memphis, will be held at the
Capri at 9:30 a.m. on Friday,
January 5, with local pastors,
civic leaders and "Time to
Run" campaign workers invited.
Brownfield,
vice
Ray
president of the People's Bank,
has been named chairman of a
special, nine-member executive
committee
to spearhead
promotion of the film and local
arrangements for the showing.
Also serving on the committee
are:
Bruce Thomas, manager and
vice president of the Murray
branch of the Hopkinsville
Federal Savings 81 Loan,
arrangements; Joe Pat Ward,
vice president and cashier,
Bank of Murray, finance
chairman.
Dan Shipley, Murray InAgency, prayer
surance
chairman; M.C. Garrott, public
relations director at Murray
State University, publicity;
Hoyt Roberts, realtor, group
sales chairman.
Lloyd Cornell, director of the
Baptist Student Center, student

chairman; Buel Stalls, Sr., civic
clubs participation; Leonard
Elzie, assistant professor of
economics at Murray State,
chairman of churches, and Rev.
Terry Sills, pastor of the
Sinking Springs Baptist Church,
counseling chairman.
Mrs. Terry Sills will serve as
full-time campaign secretary
with offices in the Murray
Branch of the Hopkinsville
Savings & Loan.
"Time to Run," produced by
World Wide Pictures, is the
story of a Christian girl and her
simple, unwavering trust in
Christ. Through her faith and
love, a runaway boy friend
conies to the cross, and a
shattered family picks up the
pieces.
William B. Walton, president
of Holiday Inns, Inc., Memphis,
as executive chairman of the
group of Memphis citizens who
promoted the world premiere
showing of the film, said the
film "will have an immeasurable positive impact on
the lives of both teenagers and
their parents."
The Capri Theater has been
reserved for the January 31February 3 showing of the film.
Advance tickets are $1.25 for
adults and $1.00 for children. At
the door, they will be $1,75 for
adults and the same price for
children as in the advance
sales. Coupon books of 25tickets each will be available
for $30 for goupr
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The Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club has
presented prizes to a nuniber of
students in the Murray and the
Calloway County schools for
their entries in the poster and
speech contest held during th
Home Town Clean-up Campaign. The winning posters
were displayed in a various
business houses in the City of
Murray.
In the Elementary School
division Michael Glen Rogers,
of Lynn Grove won first place;
Kelly Rogers ofKirksey, second
place; and Krista Stanley, third
In the Middle School division
first place went to Tammy
Calhpunt of Lynn Grove; second
place to Dawn Sledd of Kirksey;
and third place to Keith Crick of
Kirskey.
In the High School division
Karren Hendon of Murray High
on, first place; Kathy Calhound
of Calloway High was awarded
second place; and Gay Crass of
Murray High, third place.
Carter's
Dr. Raymond
Debate Class of Murray State
University was asked to judge
the Speech contestants. They
declared Pam Robertson
the winner. She is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. William K.
Robertson of Route 3, Murray
and a student in Calloway
County High School.
These contests,according to a
spokesman for the Home
Department, are designed to
interest the students in improving their surrounding
environment and in making
them more aware of litter,
poorly kept premises, and
Pollution which destroys the
value of streams for fish an wild
life.
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"Now, another door will
open—the Green River Parkway," he added.
Highway
Commissioner
Charles Pryor Jr. reported that
a survey indicates about 2.1
million vehicles will use the
parkway during its first year of
operation. Tolls for the 70-mile
trip run $1.60 for passenger
cars.
Some work is still in progress
on a 790-foot bridge over the
river and the governor's party
was forced to make a nine-mile
detour around it. The bridge is
slated to be finished in
.January.

Chancel Choir Will
Present Program

Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr.,
will speak on the topic, "What
Child Is This'?" at the 8:45 and
10:50 a.m, services on Sunday,
December 17, at the First
United Methodist Church.
The Chancel Choir, under the
direction of Prof. Paul Shahan,
will present a program of
Christmas music in the church
Ford noted that the highway sanctuary on Sunday at seven
was named after Green River, pin. Mrs. ,R.W. Farrell will
and said the "river has played accompany the- choir at the
an important part in the growth organ.
The Junior High and Senior
of Kentucky."
Last year, some 13,000 float- High Youth Fellowship will
ing commercial vessels made n wet at 6:30 pin. Sunday in the
trips up and down the river, he social hall. Following the
said. "It has served as an open supper both groups will attend
door to the larger world of the program of Christmas
Music by the Chancel Choir.
progress and development.

Henry H. Coords
Fisher-Price President

Fisher-Price Head
Named President,
Toy Manufacturers
Henry H. Coords, President of
Fisher-Price Toys, was elected
President
of
the
Toy
Manufacturers of America
TMA 1, Inc., at the annual
meeting ne the group held
in New York ,Qity.
Mr. Coords had previously
served the TMA, a national
trade group, as vice-president
and director, and was chairman
of the Safety Standards Committee the last two years.
A vice-president of The
Quaker Oats Company,of which
Fisher-Price is a division, Mr.
Coords lives at 127 Kandahar
Dr., East Aurora.
DEMONSTRATION
CANCELLED
The candle nraking demonstration for the senior citizens
scheduled
for
Monday,
!ha-ember 18, at the center at
St. John's Episcopal Church has
been cancelled.
SUNSHINE CLUB'
The Sunshinre Homemakers
Club will meet at the home 44
Mrs. Jean McClure on Tuesday.
December 19, at one
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Winners In
Clean-Up
Announced

Four-Lane Green River Parkway
Officially Opens At Owensboro
OWENSBORO, Ky. tAP t—
The four-lane Green River
Parkway officially opened Friday with some 250 people attending the ceremony to dedicate the $92.5 million 70-mile
toll facility.
Gov. Wendell Ford, on hand
for the 70-mile long ceremony,
predicted that the highway
would "open a new chapter of
prosperity and development for
this region."
"Kentucky is becoming a
crossroads state," he continued. -The Green River Parkway is one more top notch limited
access
highway
to
strengthen Kentuck's position."
The governor announced that
an additional 500 miles of limited access highway would open
in the next three years, but did
not elaborate.
The
motorcade, leaving
Owensboro, made stops at
Hartford and Morgantown, before disbanding at Bowling
Green, the other end of the
Parkway.
The ceremony here was
forced indoors because of the
weather.
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Members of Poplar Bluff, Missouri, Chapter of DeMolay. with trophies won at Missouri State Conclave in August, 1972. Included
art' honors in ritual competition, state championship in the initiatory degree, outstanding Master Councilor trophy sport trophies
and various other awards. C.E. DIvine, left, DeMolay Dad for the Chapter, was named as the outstanding Chapter Dad in Missouri.
This group will present a part of the Shrine Club Christmas program.

Truman Condition Murray Shrine Club To
Is Deteriorating Host Christmas Service
KANSAS CITY I AP) — HarDr. Wallace Graham said
ry S. Truman's condition is de- late Friday, "Truman's conditeriorating as his doctors try tion deteriorated since this
without success to restore his afternoon. Kidney output is devital, failing kidney functions.
creasing despite medication
The 88-year-old former presi- and renal impairment contindent was in "very serious con- ues."
dition" early today after his
Six hours earlier, Dr. Grakidneys failed for the second ham had said that the kidney
straight day to respond to me- output, "in spite of medication,
dication intended to restore was not satisfactory and barely
their ability to purify his blood adequate."
and pump out body wastes.
"His heart function is adequate at this time, although
somewhat erratic," Dr. Graham said in a statement released by Research Hospital
and Medical Center where
Truman was taken Dec. 5 suffering from lung congestion and
bronchitis.
A hospital spokesman said
A Christmas Cantata,"Dawn the former president was resof Redeeming Grace„' will be ting comfortably but remained
presented by the Adult Choir of for the third day in a semithe First Baptist Church at the conscious state.
At 9 p.m. EST Friday the
five p.m. services on Sunday,
hospital said Truman's vital
'December. 17.
W. Rudolph Howard, minister signs were within his normal
of the music, will be the director limits. His pulse yew* .82, his
and Rev. Richard E. Walker. blood pressure 130-70 and his
church pastor, will be the temperature 99.2.
Truman was on the critical
narrator. Accompanists will be
Mrs. John Bowker, organist, list last week after his heart
and Mrs. J. D. Rayburn, and kidneys failed to respond to
antibiotic treatment Dec. 6. He
pianist.
Soloists will be Mrs. Vernon was listed as serious on Sunday
Shown, soprano, Dr. Eula but Dr. Graham said Thursday
McCain, alto, and Larry his condition was "very serious
Seward, tenor. The text of the but vital signs remain fairly
cantata for mixed voices with stable, therefore he is not critisolos is by Jeanne Graham and cal.
For the first time since
the music is by Robert Graham.
Rev. Walker will be speaking Truman came off the critical
at the W45 a.m, services on list, difficulty was reported FriSunday with the Adult Choir, day with his nasal gastric tube
directed by Bro. Howard, feedings.
The hospital spokesman said
singing "Forth We Go to
while Truman's body is
that
Bethlehem."
Assisting Rev. Walker in the tolerating the feedings of a
morning services will be the vitamin liquid, he is becoming
deacon 4ot the week, Jamie unable to metabolize protein
Washer, customer accountant adequately.
Fluid which began collecting
at the Murray Electric Comlung
Truman's
right
in
pany,
ife`is serving his faurthysar as Thursday remains, Dr. Graham
a deacon in addition to teaching said, but it is not increasing.
Truman has been unable to
in the Junior l'Apartment where
Is' has taught for ten years. speak since early in the week.
to verbal
Washer, son of Mr. and Mrs. He has not responded
The hospital spokesJames H. Washer. Murray, is stimuli.
apparently is in no
married to the former Shirley man said he
pain. Truman is receiving oxyAndrus, daughter of Mr. and
gen.continuously through a face
Mrs. Carney Andrus. They have
three children: Jaina, age 11, mask.
He was visited again Friday
Jan,. age nine, and . Bart, age
his 87-year-old wife, Bess,
seven, and reside at 110 Broach by
and his daughter. Margaret
Street, Murray.
Truman Daniel. They spent
The Children's -Choir, the
several hours at his bedside.
Class,
the High
Middle School
School Choir, and a 'drama
FREE DOG
group will present "One Special
Dog, half Setter and half
Night" a service of drama
with carols,during the midweek Collie, is free to someone for a
service on Wednesday at 7:30 gissl home. For information
p.m, in the church sanctuary. call 489-2548.

Cantata To Be
Presented At
First Church

The Murray-Calloway County
Shrine Club will be assisted by
Commandery Masons in a
unique Christmas program.
Knights Templar in uniform
will be devotional leaders, and
will present a DeMolay Chapter
from Missouri which won all the
trophies this past year for their
ritual exactness, organizational
growth, and patriotic observances.
This Service, to which the
public is invited, will be held
Friday evening, December 22,
at 7:00 o'clock in the First
United Presbyterian Church, at
16th and Main. The Shrine Club
president, Jack G. Persall, will
lead in the Order of Worship.
A brief explanation of
Shrinedorn will be given on this
one hundredth anniversary of
its founding, and of the growth
tit the Shrine Hospitals which
began in 1922, fifty years ago,
with the first of the Children's
Hospitals which now number
twenty-two.
"The
only

'Power To Discern'
Subject Of Sermon
By Dr. David Roos
"Power to Discern" will be
the subject of the sermon by Dr.
David C. Roos at the 10:45 a.n/.
services on Sunday, December
17, at the First Christian Church
I Disciples of Christ h
His
scripture will be from Luke 2:114.
Special music will include a
duet, "Hark, N'ow C -Shepherds," by Mrs. O.B. Boone, Jr., and
Mrs. William Porter. The choir
will be directed by - Leonard
Whitmer and the organist will
be Miss Nancy Luther.
Mike Holton will be the
worship leader and Mary Ellen
Lyon and Melanie Roos will be
Iii,' candle lighters. Elders will
I' Bailey Gore and Dr. Woodfin
J)eacons will be I wnvel Yates.
Jaiiies Dale Clopo•n, Herbert
Faeris,John Mark Hale, Robert
napkins, Clyde Jones. Benny
Maddox, John Pasco, Jr., and
Dv. William F. Smith, Jr.
Greeters will be Mrs. Alberta
Korb, Mrs. Rt•zella Henry, and
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Sinclair.
The flowers on the camilium's) table will be in memory
•4 Mrs. C.P. Thurman.
The Sunday School Christmas
program will be present on
Sunday evening with Group 11 (11
the
Women's
Christian
Fellowship in charge of the
refreslui was.

requirement for child care is
inability to pay; color, race,
class and religion are ignored:
if the child is handicapped,
hospital care is given," a
spokesman said.
At the conclusion of the
worship service, which includes
the baptism of a child, the
Shrine Club will present the
Number One DeMolay Chapter
of the world. DeMolay was
rataided in 1919, and today there
are some 2500 chapters found in
all states, Canada, Mexico, and
nine other countries, with a
membership of 146,000 young
men under twenty-one years of
age. Since its founding, more
than three million have knelt at
its altar.
"Members grow in stature.
learn how to be men, to revere
womanhood,to love parents and
to love their country," the
spokesman said. "Shrine
members by the hundreds offer
guidance and leadership and
emphasize DeMolay ethics:
namely, to serve God, be
honest, loyal, industrious,
support public schools, obey all
laws."
"The
DeMolay Order is
Founded to preserve the principles of the martydoin of their
ideal, Jacques DeMolay, the
I Continued on Page Ten)

Hazel Woman's Club
Has Dinner & Meet
At Wilkinson Home
Members of the Haiti
Waman's Club met at the
Coltstial House Siliorgasbord fa)
Thursday evening for a
Christmas dinner.
The group returned to the
home of Mrs. Harold Wilkinson
at Hazel after the dinner for the
bustnes.s meeting and social
Mrs. Gerald Galliniore gave
the devotion. Christmas gifts
were exchanged between secret
pals. A new member welcomed
was Mrs. Tammy. Paschall.
The club president, Mrs.
Gerald Ray, presented each
member with a special -gift she
had made for them.
11Cfreshments were served by
Mrs. Wilkinson and Mrs. Gerald
Gallniu•re.
Present were Mesdames
Hughes Bennett, Jackie Butterworth. Gerald Gallimare,
Steve Knott, Gerald Rays Kent
Simpson, Tommy Story, Jerry
Thoiiipson, Harold Wilkinson,
Houston Ray, and TommyPaschall.
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is the Integrity of its Newspaper
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Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
It is not true that all men are equal. An equal has
no power over an equal and the realization of that old
truism is what astonishes and appals a citizen when
he lists all the categories of those who have power to
make him do one thing when he wants to do
another—which is to say that no man is equal to the
mortgage holder, the traffic cop, the IRS agent and
the wife.
"The defect of equality is that we
only desire it of our superiors."
—Henry Becque

Zzazz
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The Public Has
A Right To Know
In this day and time when the public's right to
know is such a wide-spread and widely supported
supposition, the action of the City Council Thursday
night in voting for a closed session of the civic body,
was shocking.
We support the theory that the city's business is
the public's business since it is the public money
which pays all salaries. It is their government, not
the government of the Mayor or the City Council.
In fairness to Mayor Holmes Ellis, we must say,
that he looked.upon the closed session without favor,
and merely followed parliamentary procedure in
acting on the motion of Councilman Paul Mansfield
which called for the closed session.
If the city has good news or if a department turns
in an outstanding performance, it is only too easy to
obtain news of this kind. It should be published. On
the other hand if there is bad news, the public has
just as much right to know about it, since they are
footing the bill for both.
We think Councilman Mansfield, was ill advised in
his move to have a closed session of the City
Council, the legislative branch of our city government. If he has something to say concerning the city
government or any branch of it, he should say it in
an open meeting of the City Council because it will
be found out anyway.
A closed session means rumors and an open
session is the surest way we know to stop rumors.
There are many responsibilities to holding public
office and doing things one does not like tc do is one
of them. A public office holder is subject to criticism
as is any job holder whose salary is paid by the tax
payer.
We can appreciate the delicate subject which was
discussed at this _closed meeting and such a topic is
distasteful at any time. We think Councilman
Mansfield's judgment was faulty in calling for the
closed session in the middle of the regular council
meeting. We think it wdilld have been preferable for
him to have met informally with the council to tell
them of the distasteful new, or even better, to have
told it in open council.
News men do not persecute anyone as a matter of
course. We found out exactly what went on in the
closed meeting and our news story yesterday on the
meeting was written exactly as though we had attended the closed meeting, since we had all the facts
anyway.
Like the New York Times, we print all the news
that is fit to print. We know a lot of news that is not fit
to print and rely on our judgment and experience of
35 years as to what to print and what not to print. No
closed session will prevent our finding out the facts
on any subject.

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER•TIMMS I'LL&

Deaths reported are Lon G. Adams, age 77,
yesterday, and Mrs. Cecil Allman, age 93, today.
Mrs. Lottie Jewel of Murray received a cash
award for submitting her favorite article for reprint
in the "Readers Choice- section of the January
Together, Methodist family magazine.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds dropped
Kansas State 67 to 44 for their fifth win of the
basketball season.
Mr. and Mrs. George Williams decorated the
Masonic Hall for the Christmas party held by
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern
Star.

2.0 Years Ago Today
LILDGER•TEM= MIA

New Concord High School's basketball team has
been invited to play in the 9th annual Junior
Chamber of Commerce tournament at Paducah
December 26, and 27. Eight Western Kentucky High
School teams are included.
Airman Second Class Joe Blalock of Selfridge Air
Force Base near Detroit, Mich., is visiting his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Parvin Blalock.
Coach Harlan Hodges' Murray State College
Thoroughbreds won over Union University 96 to 68 in
a basketball game.
Births reported include a boy to Mr. and Mrs. J.T
Tidwell December 13, girl to Mr. and Mrs. Keys
Wells December 13, girl to Mr. and Mrs. James
Diuguid December 15, and boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Martin Bailey, Jr.; December 16.
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NIXON SERIOUS ABOUT REFORM

Bureaucracy receives jolt
When he became President in
1801, Thomas Jefferson found it impossible to direct the small but already growing federal bureaucracy
in the manner he wanted. He coined
a phrase that many of his successors
have found apt to describe the tenacity of officialdom: "Few die and
none resign."
Jefferson could prepare a lawsuit,
map a township, design a home,
compose a sonata or write the
Declaration of Independence. Yet he
found it difficult to implement his
programs as chief executive because of the basic resistance of entrenched bureaucracy to change.
Today another President, Richard
Nixon, has spent countless hours at
his retreat in the Catoctin Mountains
pondering, as Jefferson did, how he
can make the executive branch of
government function more efficiently, economically and responsively.
His first announcement of high-level
changes in his Administration will
place seasoned administrators in
charge of two of the largest federal
enclaves — the Defense Department
and the Department of Health, Education and Welfare — and bring a
successful corporation president into the government to head the Office
of Management and Budget.
The reform Mr. Nixon has in mind
will not be easy to achieve, as he is
fully aware. Nearly two years ago he
proposed a reorganization of the
executive into four super-departments. The response by Congress
has not been heartening, although
many members admit openly that
the present structure is unwieldy.
Instead of proceeding with reform,
however. Congress is looking in the

other direction, suggesting new
agencies to administer new programs, such as those in cancer research and consumer protection.
Faced with an impenetrable bureaucracy, the President, in desperation, has added same 655 persons to
the White House staff in the last four
years even while he was trimming
193,000 civilian workers from the
Administration as a whole. The
White House staffers have succeeded in cutting through much red
tape that otherwise clogs government channels.
In the long run, however, neither
the addition of new agencies by Congress nor enlargement of executive
offices — or even decentralization of
government through revenue sharing — is the answer. These steps
may have short-term benefits, but
they leave the immense, bloated and
turgid U.S. civil service relatively
intact.
Undoubtedly
the
President
realizes this. His answer, in part,
may have been the unprecedented
request for resignations from about
2,000 of his key staff people. In itself
that number is small compared with
the nearly 3 million federal employes. However, it served notice
that Mr. Nixon means business. It
reportedly sent a tremor through the
entire federal establishment.
We can presume that the President, like the farmer who hits a mule
over the head with a two-by-four,
has gained the attention of the bureaucracy. Thus awakened, it might
begin turning in a better performance even before Mr. Nixon and
the Congress move ahead with more
serious reform.
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Blacks And Whites
Cooperating In
Southern Religion
By GEORGE W. CORNELL
AP Religion Writer
Gradually, here and there,
usually in special cases, black
churchmen are linking arms
with whites in the religion life
of the deep South.
It's often a spotty thing, but
it's happening in various ways,
with increasing frequency and
in a growing number of instances.
In some cases, black pastors
have been called to serve mainly white congregations.
New cooperative projects
have developed between black
and white churches. More and
more, predominantly white congregations now include some
black members, despite continued prevalence of the old pattern of separate black and
white churches.
But black congregations in
many cases and at an accelerating pace are being affiliated
with white regional units.
Such 'integration into joint
area conferences is complete
among black and white United
Methodist churches in the
South, except in northern Mississippi.
Among Southern Baptist
churches, where each state convention and local association independently sets its own policies, a swelling number of
white units are welcoming
black congregations into membership.
Some black members are setting the pace for their white
brethren.
For example, in the Miami
Baptist Association, the one
black congregation that now
holds membership is growing
faster than any of the 73 mainly white congregations in the
association.
Glendale Baptist church there
has grown 75 per cent in the
past year, recording 221 new
members and bringing its total
to 519.
Several hundred black Baptist congregations now belong
to formerly all-white local and
state units, now including for
the first time the Georgia State
convention after a black congregation, Union Baptist
church, was accepted into the
previously all-white Atlanta association.

Prog. Info 753.33M

OS)URRAY

Open 6:30 Start 1 -00
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Calloway motorists have turned in 1700 tires in
connection with gas rationing. One of the rules for
gas rationing is that one can have only five tires to
each car.
The Murray Tobacco Market will open January 4.
Noel Melugin who auctioned last year, will again
serve in that capacity this year.
Births reported include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Legal Jackson, December 10, girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Bryan Ferguson, December 12, boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Marvin Bell December 11, girl to Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Suggs December 13, twin boys to Mr. and Mrs.
Rupert Harris December 16, and girl to Mr. and
Charles Baugh December 2.

Naturally blind young lobsters grow faster and much
larger than sighted ones, according to hatchery experiments conducted by scientists
of the Commerce Department's
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
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NORTH ISLAND, Mich.(AP)
— They live alone on this long,
perfectly flat island, denuded of
all but a few struggling trees,
seining minnows in the summer
and • trapping muskrat in the
fall and winter.
Bob and Bernetha Basney are
the last of the "flat rats" and
for 50 years they have made an
isolated living on this tiny
island off Lake St. Clair, 25
miles southeast of Detroit.
They know when the pickerel
and perch are running and the
hundreds of tiny bays in which
they are hiding.
"I like to hunt and fish and
trap and so we stay here," says
Basney, a small wiry man
whose appearance defies his 67
years.
With no telephone on the
state-owned island they lease,
and a small aluminum boat or
a snowmobile as the only
means of getting back and
forth, the Basneys rely on a
citizens' band radio to keep in
touch with the mainland.
Basney traps an average of
1,000 muskrats a year and sells
the meat to restaurants. The
pelts go to fur dealers for $2
each.
"A lot of people won't eat
muskrat," says Mrs. Basney.:
"You know they think its dirty_
or something. But it's a lot "
cleaner than a chicken.
''A muskrat will peel a root
before he eats it and wash even
an apple core before he puts it
in ins mouth.'
"People might eat more of
them if they called them marsh
rabbits like they do in some
places," Basney added.
When he's not trapping muskrat, Basney collects minnows
for bait dealers and leads ice
fishermen to the best fishing
spots in the flats.
But living on an isolated
island only three quarters of a
mile long and two-tenths of a
mile wide can be rugged. The
Basneys have been ice and
snowbound numerous times,
and they live in constant fear
of storms which could push
lake waters through their small
house.
"There is only six inches between the water and the top of
my island," Basney said.
"There was one time when
we were right down to eating
nothing but pancakes and jelly," Basney recalled of one
icebound winter.
"We didn't have cigarettes or
coffee or anything."

-GONE WITH
THE WINfi

r0 02i

DRIVE

Deaths reported are Franis Marion Turner,'age
75, William Leighton Lucas, age 44, Mrs. Nancy
Catherine Woodall, Mrs. W. S. Peery, Mrs. Robert
A. Clark, Mrs. Marium Frances Taylor, and Robert
L. Kelley.
One hundred and fourteen Calloway men will
leave December 21 for Evansville, Ind., to take
physical examinations for service with the U.S.
Armed Forces.

In Houston, Texas, a black
minister, the Rev. George May,
recently was named co-pastor
of once all-white South Park
Baptist church, which now also
has a balance of black, Mexican-American, Indian and Chinese members.
He will serve with a white copastor, the Rev. Charles W.
McCullough, with equal status
and salary.
"Our joint ministry is really
working more than we ever
dreamed," McCullough say's.
Nevertheless, it came about
only after some of the old racial tensions that still take their
toll in church life.
South Park church, situated
in a racially changing neighborhood, had 1,500 white members
three years ago when the first
black family joined. Then the
began,
"white
flight"
McCullough says. The congregation now has 380 members.
"Those who left were the losers," he adds. "Some left with
anger and they took their anger
with them to their new
churches. But they freed us of
destructive anger. Those who
stayed belong to a happy, integrated church."
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Monday, December 18
The Fidelis Sunday School
Oaks Club Couples Bridge will ,
Class of the First Baptist
be at the club at seven p.m. Call
Church will meet at the
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Sturm 753fellowship hall of the church at
5278 after five p.m.
eleven a.m.
I.

The Murray-Calloway County
Shrine Club will have its
Christmas party and . potluck
supper at the WOW Hall at 6:30

The Dexter-Hardin, Olive,
and Palestine United Methodist
Church will have a special
program with Red Bonds of
Dyersburg, Tenn., as guest
speaker at seven p.m. at the
Palestine Church.

Sunday, December 17
The Youth Choir of the
Puryear Baptist Church will
Judging for the Outdoor
present a Christmas Cantata at
the church at seven p.m. with Christmas lighting program,
sponsored by the Garden
Mrs. J. T. Dale as director.
AN APPLE For the teacher: Mrs. David Lampkins, beaming
Department of the Murray
Open House to celebrate the Woman's Club, will be held each with happiness, takes her first apple from Karen Roach, a second
90th birthday of Quint T. Guier night from six to nine p.m. grader at Hazel Elementary School, where Mrs. Lampkina I.
will be held at the Community through December 21. To enter doing her student teaching.
Room, Federal Savings and call before today, Mrs. J.B.
Loan, 608 Main Street, from two Wilson, Mrs. Wayne Williams.
to five p.m. No invitations are Miss Betty J. Bowden, Mrs.
being sent. All relatives and Clifton Key, or Mrs. Edgar
friends are invited and asked Morris.
not to bring gifts.
Monday, December 18
The annual parish ChristThe Murray High Chorus will
mas party and program of St. present
a program of Christmas
Leo's will be held at the WOW music
in the new Murray High
Hall at 6:30 p.m.
School music suite at 7:30 p.m.
The United Methodist Men
and their families will have a
Christmas meeting at the
Kirksey Church at seven a.m.

Penny Homemakers
Hold Regular Meet
At The Holiday Inn
The Penny Homemakers Club
held its regular meeting on
Monday, December 11, at the
Holiday Inn with Mrs. Delia
Graham as hostess.
Mrs. Olga Freeman was a
special guest for the meeting.
She reviewed the book, "Fire In
The Hills" by Lee Fisher.
The devotion from Luke 2:8-14
and prayer were given by Mrs.
Graham. Members answered
the roll call with the first
Christmas
they
could
remember. Mrs. Ernest
Madrey, president, presided.
Lunch was served in the
dining room. Christmas gifts
were exchanged.
Members present were
Mesdames L.P. Hendon, Brent
Butterworth, Clifton Harrell,
Delia Graham, Paul Butterworth, Graham Feltner,
Alton Cole, Ernest Madrey,
Brooks Moody, J.C. Kemp, and
Grace Covey. Guests were
Mesdames Barletta Wrather,
Orfield Byrd, Jessie Sherman,
Christine Sherman, Ray Ross,
and Essie Reeves.
The next meeting will be held
'January 15 at 1:30 p.m. with
Mrs. Graham Feltner as
hostess.

The Murray Unit of the
Haridressers will meet at Ezell
Beauty School at six p.m. to go
to the Ezell cabin for a
Christmas party and potluck
dinner. Each one is to bring a
three dollar gift for exchange.
Call 753-5587, 753-7132, or 7538268 if planning to attend.
Tuesday, December 19
The Dorothey Group of the
First Baptist Church will have a
luncheon at the home of Mrs.
James Carlin.
The Senior High Group of the
First Baptist Church will have a
Christmas party at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Bethel Richardson at seven p.m.

The Phebian Sunday School
Class of the First Baptist
Church will meet at the Youth
Center at 7:38 p.m.

The Senior Citizens of Murray
and Calloway County will have
a Christmas potluck luncheon
and party at the Community
Ccnter on e Ellis Drive at ten

The joint Murray-Calloway
County Park and Recreation
committee will have an open
hearing at the Callloway County
Court Room at seven p.m.

COOKING
IS FUN

Almo 4-H Club Has

istmas

Moviegoers!
ox office.

gOicalie

By C(CItY fROAINSTONI

Election, Officers
The Almo Four-H Club,
;grades four to eight, elected
!officers at its meeting held
'recently at the Almo School.
New officers are Renee
Bolen, president; Renae Edwards, vice-president; LaDon
Dowdy, secretary; Melissa
Thorne, treasurer; Johnna
Brandon, reporter.
Mrs. Terry Walter is the
community leader.
Each member wrote a letter
to the Four-H Council expressing the
wish
that
everything possible be done to
I• teep 4-H in the community,
According to the reporter,
•Johnna Brandon.

TEEN-AGE SUPPER
Frankfurters in Toasted Rolls
Salad Bowl
Relishes
Cookies
Cherry Orange Fizz
CHERRY ORANGE FIZZ
Looks pretty and tastes good.
3 cups orange juice
1/2 cup red maraschino cherry
syrup
1 tablespoon lemon juice
I tray ice cubes
1 bottle (12 ounces) ginger ale
Red maraschino cherries and
orange slices for garnish
In a pitcher stir together the
orange juice, cherry syrup and
lemon juice. Chill. Just before
serving, add ice cubes and ginger ale Float cherries and orange slices in the beverage or
use them for garnishing
glasses Makes 6 servings
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son stranded at game

North Murray Club

Of

The lovely home of Mrs.
Edgar Morris on the Lynn
Grove Road was the scene of the
Christmas luncheon meeting
held by the North Murray
Homemakers Club on Friday,
December 8, at eleven-thirty
o'clock in the morning.
Mrs. Angie Gibbs gave the
devotion and thought for the
month, -Well done is better
than well said."
The president, Mrs. John
Workman, presided at the
meeting.
Mrs. Charlie
Crawford, secretary, read the
minutes and called the roll with
each member answering with
the "first Christmas she could
remember."

r,.alp •...a
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Mrs. Esco Gunter told the
Christmas story and led in the
recreation. Christmas carols
were sung with Mrs. Morris at
the piano. Gifts were exchanged.
The house was beautifully
decorated throughout in the
traditional holiday colors. Mrs.
Charlie Robertson asked the
blessing preceding the potluck
-—
luncheon.
present
Those
were
Mesdames K.T. Crawford,
Angie Gibbs, Esco Gunter,
Charles Humphreys, Bailey
Riggins, Charlie Robertson,
Workman, Charlie
John
Crawford, and Edgar Morris.

Luncheon Held At

The McKenzie Home

DEAR ABBY: 1 am a 14-year-old boy who is really
mad about something that happened and I don't know who
else to write to so I am writing to you.
We live in the country, and Dad and I sometimes drive
to town for the football games
Last Saturday we two drove to the game. Dad had
taken some pills for his hay fever and then he drank a can
of beer. At halftime he went to the men's room and said
he'd be right back. I waited and waited and the game was
over and Dad wasn't back yet so I got worried and went
where our car was parked. I waited some more and Dad
never showed up. I stayed until the stadium lights were
turned off an all the other cars were gone, and by this time
I really was worried and scared so I called home and
asked my sister to come and get me.
She finally came and the two of us drove to the city
police station to report that Dad was missing. We found out
that Dad had been picked up at the game by the police and
was arrested for being DRUNK'
Abby, they locked Dad up and wouldn't even let him
use the telephone to call home and let them know what had
happened, and here I was, a 14-year-old boy stranded alone
in a strange city.
I don't think this is fair. My father was fined $25 for
being "drunk," and the matter was dropped. Can anything
WORRIED ABOUT JUSTICE
be done about this now?
DEAR WORRIED: Perhaps your dad had all the symptoms of being drunk and the arresting officer was only
doing his duty by locking him up to prevent him from driving. But refusing to allow your father to use the telephone
is another matter. He should definitely talk to a lawyer
about it.

Mrs. Henry McKenzie opened
her home on Sharpe Street for
the annual Christmas luncheon
held by the Jessie Ludwick
Circle of the First Presbyterian
Church on Tuesday, December
5, at noon.
"The True Meaning of
Christmas" was the theme of
the very interesting and
enlightening talk given by f'tev.
Henry McKenzie.
The business session was
closed with the Mizpah
benediction.
During the so,ci:i! hour an
exchange of Christmas gifts
was held.
The next meeting will be
held
at the home of Mrs. Ohs
McNelis.
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Keep-baking powder tightly
covered so the moisture from
the air will not get in and make
the baking powder lose some of
its leavening power You can
tell this has happened if the
powder is lumpy or has a crust
on top

The Gamma Gamma 'Visiting Santa made a surprise visit to Mrs. Willie Gilliam's first grade
class at Carter School last Friday afternoon. Santa talked with each child, passed out candy and led
them in singing "Rudolph,The Red Nose Reindeer." For any home visit or party that you would like
for Santa to attend, call Mrs. Jerry Bolls, 7534376 during the daytime or Mrs. Wallace Parkin, 7532591 after 5:30 p.m, each evening.

MONDAY • TUESDAY • WEDNESDAY

DEAR ABBY: I despise my sister who I caught in a
motel room with my husband 27 years ago My husband
and I had been happily married for nine years at the time.
My sister was also married when this took place. I never
suspected a thing until I caught them, but my husband
later confessed to me that it had been going on for several
years.
My sister became a widow last!year and I want nothing
to do with her. The affair was terminated when my husband
became a Christian, but I know my sister and I'm taking
no chances. I even despise her letters, and never answer
them.
We have one brother who is probably wondering why I
don't invite this hussy to come and be my house guest.
Should I tell him so he will know I have a very good
reason? 1 don't want to appear the selfish, unfeeling sister.
Br1"1"ER MEMORIES

•••••••••••
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CARCOAT
...
........
/.
...
DRESSES .••.
TOPCOATS ...
RAINCOATS •

DEAR BITTER: I can understand why you don't want
your sister as a house guest. hut I see no reason why you
have to explain it to your brother.
DEAR ABBY: I have been married four years and
have two children. I recently came across some papers my
husband had hidden away. There was his birth certificate,
social security card, and some identification papers and
some letters. All belonging to him, but they were under a
different name than the one he married me by.
When I asked him to explain this to me he refused to
give me a straight answer. I went to the city hall in the
town in which he said he was born and asked for a birth
certificate for the name he used when he married me, and
I was told there was no record of anyone by that name
Is our marriage legal? Are our children legitimate? I
ALL MESSED UP
live in Connecticut.

Problems' Trust Abby. For a personal reply, write $si
ABBY, BOX WOO, L. A.. CALIF NM and esti*** a
stamped, addressed envelope.

Locat-laycettes

The December 7th meeting of
the Murray-Calloway County
Jaycettes was held in the home
of Mrs. June Yurcus,
Willard Alls of the Calloway
County Drug Council was guest
speaker. He told the group
about the activities of the Drug
Council and invited the
Jaycetters
to
have
a
representative sit in as a
member of the council. Mrs.
Jan Emmert was appointed to
represent the group.
Following Mr. All's talk, the
regular business session began
with the president, Mrs. Judy
Rickman, presiding. The
minutes of the November 2nd
iiieeting were read the
treasurer's report given.
The December visit with the
pateints in the Convalescent
Division of the Murray Calloway County Hospital will
be
Made on
Saturday,
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence I. Horton
December 23, with the Jaycees
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence I. Horton of 914 Coldwater Road, to sing Christmas carols. The
Murray, will celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on Jaycettes will meet on
Saturday, December 23, with a reception at the Murray Woman's December 21, to
make
Club House. Friends and relatives are invited to call between Christ/1)as novelties for the
the hours of two and five p.m.
patients.
The Hortons were married on December 23, 1972, in Poteau,
It was reported that proceeds
Oklahoma by Rev. Tommy Y. Broyles. They were attended by from the bake safe amounted to
Mrs. Lydia Broyles and W. J. Davis.
141.79.
Members expressed
Mrs. Horton is the daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Walter E. their gratitude to local residents
Jones of Oklahoma and California. Mr. Horion, a retired car- for their support.
penter, is the son of the late Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Horton of Tupelo,
Mrs. Lina Waugh volunteered
Mississippi.
to make arrangements for the
Children of the couple include Mrs. Effie Kemp of Lexington, delivery of the 'Christm
Mrs. Frances Adams of Albuquerque, New Mexico, Mrs. Jo presents brought to the meeting
Lovett, of Murray, Kentucky, Jessie W. Horton of Paducah, by the members for the Western
Clarence Rae Horton of Denver, Colorado, and Nick Horton of State Hospital patients.
Murray.
There are 17 grandchildren and four great grandchildren.

By Abigail Van Buren

DEAR NEEDS: Telephone your COUNTY health department. Explain your problem, and you will receive a
free examination and necessary treatment. Please do this
today!
ttA
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DEAR ABBY: I am a very worried girl and can't do
much about my problem because I .am underage,
but
please tell me where I can get a free VD test and necessary treatment without my parents knowing it.
I am sure I need it, and am ashamed to tell you that I
am just 14. Thank you.
NEEDS HELP
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Dad arrested, leaving

Golden Wedding Anniversary

Opens Home For

DEAR MESSED: If you can't afford to hire a lawyer,
go to the Legal Aid Society and ask for their help.
You
seed a lawyeeto tell you where you stand legally.

en's Movie
SUN. 1 til 3
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Waterfowlers Should Go To
Management Area Prepared
By Jerry Allen
Many waterfowlers may have
reservations at Ballard County
Waterfowl Management Area
this year, but very few actually
go prepared.
Many hunters feel that this
type of hunting is use1ess and no
fun. But if a hunter will take
heed, the little things he adds to
his trip will pay off.
. Blinds at Ballard are usually
dry inside but there is no
•-prnteetion--from the sub-zero
weather. So if a hunter is going
to hunt comfort-style, he'll need
a few little additions. Since I've
been used to the hard way of
hunting, I was a greenhorn
when I went to Ballard County
Management Area last week,
with two friends, Greg Mills and
Jerry Kale.
. The day started off with our
meeting
refuge
at the
headquarters at...5:00 a.m. to
. call for our reservation. -After
we'd checked in, we eased
- outside to mingle and talk with
- other goose hunters.
.
-"---Ailiong the hunters we saw
. front Murray were Bob Alsup
'and his father Dr. Alsup of
M.S.U. They were eager to get
40 their blind as were all the
dyed-in-the-wool goose hunters.
, When our blind number wascalled we loaded onto the truck
that was to transport us to the
• blind. As we rode the bumpy
toad to the blind I noticed that
:ke were the only men to bring
'goose decoys and we had only
brought a dozen. Since the
refuge furnishes cut out patof goose decoys, the
nters evidently thought they
/didn't need extras.
r Upon
,..
reaching our pit, we
fr found it dry inside but very little
" cover was over the pit and
around it, so we gathered
materials from the nearby area
to aide in concealing the pit. We
Ohen set our decoys into the
'Mind hoping to lure some geese
nto shooting range.
' Climbing into the pit, we
heard the sounds rising and
Zzfalling in the crisp morning air.
"Geese" Greg says, and ducks
Stho.••
st About 400 yards in front of us
the noise began. Ducks and
eese were everywhere but
one came to our side of the
.mid •
As we watched and waited we
rew colder and colder and
ished we'd brought a charcoal
.2-ieater to warm our bones.
We soon began to see a few
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t

geese drop to the hunters, guns.
but none came over us. If only
we'd had a few more decoys we
might have lured them into
range.
Just about four minutes
before official quiting time, two
geese came in straight toward
us, but high and out about 60
yards. "Pin gonna give it a
try," I said raising my threeinch magnum and Greg
pulledup too. We both fired and
missed but on the second shot
I dropped the big gander cold.
It was time to call it quits by
now,so we took up our gear and
walked to the area where we
would be picked up. The truck
then transported up to the office
where we collected our license
and headed for Murray.
I'd learned a lesson from this
trip even though I'd only gotten
one goose for my effort. Next
time I go I'll bring along
something to eat, a pot of hot
coffee and a warm comfortable
heater.
Then for the old
honkers, I'll take along about
four dozen goose decoys.
Ballard County Waterfowl
Management Area is definitely
a fun place to hunt. The only
hard thing about it is getting
reservations. Usually reservations are sent in after Sept. 1.•
Then they are drawn at random. Hunters lucky enough to
be drawn are then promptly
notified.
Be sure to include a money
order of $5.00 for each person
per day that you plan to hunt or
$15.00 per blind. Reservations
are usually sold out by mid
September, but if someone
cancels out you just might get
one later in the year.
For hunters wanting to try
their luck this late in the year
for reservations write: Goose
Hunter,
Ballard
County
Waterfowl Management Area,
Lancenter, Kentucky.
Who knows? Maybe you'll get
the day you want. If you don't
there are always the comclubs
hunter
mercial
surrounding the area. Their
reservations usually run from
$10 to $20 per day, per man.
If you do decide to go and can
get reservations take along as
maily full body goose decoys as
you can carry. You'll need
them most of the time. I'll
grant you sometimes you'll luck
out without them but most time
you'll be glad you took them
along.

And last but not least don't
forget something to eat and
drink. Don't forget the heater,
especially if its bitter cold. Six
hours is a long time without a
heater when your freezing
waiting for those old honkers to
conic.

Spring Turkey
Hunts Planned
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Spring
turkey hunting will be allowed
in an 18-county area in Eastern
Kentucky April 28 through May
Com6, Fish and Wildlife
missioner Arnold Mitchell said
following a meeting of the Fish
and Wildlife Commission
yesterday.
The regulation stipulates that
only turkey gobblers with
visible beards may be taken and
that the limit will be one turkey
per hunter for the season.
Turkey hunting will also be
allowed this spring on three
wildlife management areas—
Fort Knox, Land Between the
Lakes and the Pioneer
Weapons Hunting Area. Those
Knox
are:
Fort
dates
(restricted to military and
civilian personnel assigned to or
working on the post, any two of
three weekend dates—April 1415, April 21-22 or April 28-29, as
training
by
determined
priorities. Land Between the
Lakes, April 19 through 21 and
April 26 through 28 and Pioneer
Weapons Area, April 28 through
May 6.
The season in East Kentucky
and on the management areas
will be both gun and archery
hunting with certain restrictions as to types of weapons to
be used.
The designated Eastern
Kentucky counties, or portions
of counties, to be open are:
That portion of McCreary
County east of U.S. Route 27 and
north of Ky. Route 92, Pulaski,
Clay, Leslie, Jackson, Owsley,
Wolfe, Bath, Menifee, Powell,
Laurel, Rockcastle, Lee, Rowan
and that portion of Whitley
,.7.ounty north of Ky. Route 92.
That area known as Robinson
Forest Wildlife Management
Area located in portions of
Breathitt, Knott and Perry
Counties is closed to all hunting
but all other portions of these
three counties will be open.
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The Endangered Species Act,
passed by the 1972 Kentucky
General Assenibly, will go into
effect as soon as a regulation
passed by the Fish and Wildlife
s,
Commission can be processed,
Fish and Wildlife Commissioner
Arnold Mitchell said today.
The Endangered Species
regulation, which the Commission is required by KRS
150.183 to adopt, affords complete protection in Kentucky to
all
species
of
wildlife
designated as endangered by
the U.S. Department of Interior's Endangered Native
Fish and Wildlife list; to those
on the United States List of
Endangered Foreign Fish and
Wildlife and to such fish and
wildlife as the Commission
deems to be "rare and enBy Hope Carleton
dangered" in Kentucky.
With Christmas less than a
According to the new
regulations, it will be unlawful month away, shopping lists are
for any person to import, being compiled and, in many
Greg Mills and Jerry Kale sit patiently inside their Ballard transport, possess, process, sell cases, buying is now fast and
County goose pit, anticipating the arrival of the Canada Geese as or offer for sale any wildlife—or furious. However, even now
articles made from such there are those who can't decide
they make their way to the fields to feed.
what that special gift should be,
Staff Photo by Jerry Allen wildlife—which is included on
especially for a sportsman or a
the lists.
Exceptions can be made for "sportswoman."
In either case, the Fish and
zoological, educational or
scientific purposes provided a Wildlife Department suggests,
permit is obtained from the hunting or fishing equipment is
Kentucky Department of Fish a most ideal gift. And the
and Wildlife. Such permits, the selection and variance in price
Thousands of sportsmen from trophy that had a beautifully commissioner said, will be ranges is large—from a pair of
Kentucky, Tennessee, and at balanced palmated rack. issued free of charge upon shooting gloves to a beautiful
least ten other states shared in a George Powell of Paducah, approval by the department of gun or from a new rod or reel or
tackle box to a boat, motor or
record breaking deer season in Kentucky also took a big fallow the application.
On the Kentucky "Rare and tailer.
Land between the Lakes this buck that field dressed 145
Women seem to have more
Endangered" list, in addition to
fall. Through four weekend gun pounds.
selecting sporting
difficulty
federally-listed
species,
the
are
hunts and a 22 day bow season
Deer and many other species
1,143 deer have been taken. One of wildlife continue to flourish in 39 species of fish and wildlife. equipment, being generally less
familiar with such items, and
thousand deer were bagged Land Between the Lakes Included are mammals, birds,
the solution is probably to
fish,
salamanders,
frogs,
lizduring the gun hunts and 143 through TVA's coordinated
zarcis and snakes, ranging from choose a reputable sporting
were taken during the first wildlife
forestry
and
goods dealer and rely on the
portion of the split bow season. management program. Among the tiny Bachman's shrew
personnel for suggesstore's
(Sorex
longirostris
)
to
the
Bow hunters still have a 15 day the
resource
major
tions and selections.
season left this month which management efforts to create is(yote
A general rule of thumb which
(Canis latrans) which has been
runs from December 16-30.
better wildlife habitat in the sighted only a few times in the applies to all sporting goods
The two day gun hunts are 'area are the cooperative far- items is to select an item in the
quota hunts and interested ming and woods openings last 20 years in the state.
medium price range. For
'sportsmen must submit an programs. In the cooperative
example, if you must choose
application by September 21 farming effort TVA contracts
from three varieties of an
each year. The hunters are then with farmers living nearby
item—at $10, $7 or $4—choose
selected at random by a com- Land Between the Lakes to
the $7 one. Most usually, it will
1.
To
lure
C,anaclas down over
puter system. This fall 5,880 conic into the area and plant
;be
equally as well constructed
hunters,67 per cent of those who corn, wheat, milo and other a feeding spot, use full bodied as the more expensive
model
decoys.
Some
should
have
their
applied, were selected to hunt in grain crops. TVA's payment
and will lack only some "frills"
heads
arched
downward in
assigned areas. Over 22 per cent conies in the form of apwhich wouldn't be important to
feeding position. A few can have
of the hunters who participated
proximately 25 per cent of each
the average sportsman.
in the gun seasons bagged their crop being left in the field for their heads turned in a resting
Specific gift suggestions for
attitude,
but
some—
deer. Mrs. 011ie Messer. of
wildlife food. About 5,000 acres
hunters or winter fishermen
Cwnberland City, Tennessee are involved in this program particularly one or two along might
include
insulated
the edge-should be in an alert,
checked in the biggest deer
which not only provides an
clothing—boots, socks or unheads-up
position because
during the gun hunts, a 10 point important food source for
derwear. Some items are made
monster that field dressed at 230 wildlife but enables the Canadas always seem to have to serve as floating-devices as
sentinels
watching
out
for
the
pounds. Several deer were
well as clothing.
resource management staff to
flock.
checked in that field dressed
keep valuable open land from
Rods and reels pose problems
2. When you are using a
over 200 pounds, with racks reverting to forest. In addition
that confuse even the experts.
spread
of
land
decoys
(
or
pass
ranging from 10 to 17 points.
However, the medium-priceto the contract farming TVA
shooting on land) a pit blind range
Over 4,500 bow permits were
rule again is a good one to
plants approximately 2,000
with a camouflaged top is best.
issued in Land Between the
gollow, unless you know the
acres of food plots throughout
3.
Because
Canadas
have
Lakes this fall for the split
sportsman's preference.
Land Between the Lakes which
good vision, your head should be
season. Bennie Conger, PrinIf the rod and reel is for a
are left in the field for wildlife.
no higher than ground level, beginner fisherman, a good
ceton, Kentucky, and Boley
Through the woods openings
unless standing in a hedgerow, choice would be a closed face,
Gilmore, of Big Rock, Tenprogram small clearings from
or screened by cornstalks or push-button
nessee, bagged the top trophies
reel and aptwo to eight acres in size are
other natural foliage.
during the first portion of the
propriate rod ( the clerk will
being developed throughout the
4. You can occasionally help you there).
bow season. Conger's prize
heavily wooded portions of
manipulate the end
a decoy
white-tailed buck weighed 227
Less expensive gifts for
Land Between the Lakes. These
line to make the blocks bob fishermen could be an assortpounds field dressed and had an
clearings provide valuable
naturally on the water.
eight point rack; Gilmore's
ment of artificial lures, minnow
feeding "edge" and watering
field dressed at 215 pounds and
buckets, landing nets, seines,
holes for the wide variety of
Hunting and fishing statistics
the trophy rack had 11 points.
wildlife that flourish where in America are contained in a hooks or sinkers.
Thousands of bow hunters visit
Thermos jugs, rain gear and
there is a good mixture of forest new publication of the Interior
Land Between the Lakes each
and open land. Songbirds, deer, Department's Fish and Wildlife knives are appropriate for
fall with the hope of taking a big
and turkey are among the types Service — "The 1970 National either hunters or fishermen.
fallow buck, a stocky European
Then, there's always the gift
of wildlife that benefit from this Survey of Fishing and Huntimport that is best known for his
prograni. Small groves of pines ing.'' The 108-page booklet may certificate from a good sporting
huge, palmated rack. Gregg
are also planted at scattered be obtained for $1.25 from the goods store. Fishermen and
Mills of Murray, Kentucky
locations throughout Land Superintendent of Documents. hunters tend to dream a lot
dropped one of the top fallow
Between the Lakes to provide U.S. Government Printing Of- about trips to come and that
fice, Washington D.C. 20402.
bucks, a 130 pound field dressed
person on your list might have a
valuable wildlife cover.

Cypress Bay
Resort
Jack Jones-owner

Route 2
Buchannan, Tenn.,

Phone 901-247-3315

Visit us and use our New Concrete
Launching Ramp FREE of Charge!
Boat And
Motor
Rentals
GUIDE SERVICE-JIM KING

Modern
Cottages

Pontoon Boats
House Boat Rentals
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FOR THE ALL AROUND
SPORTSMAN

Commercial
Fish Rules
Are Changed
FRANKFORT, Ky.—A
change in commercial fisheries
regulations in Kentucky and
Barkley Lakes which would
prohibit the use of all COMmercial fishing nets in bays and
inlets, and for a distance of 200
yards from the mouth of each
inlet or bays was approved by
the Fish and Wildlife Resources
Commission
in Frankfort.
An additional change in the
statewide commercial fishing
regulations approved by the
Commission limits running of
commercial fishing gear to
daylight hours only.
The regulation will go into
effect as soon as it can be
processed through the Attorney
General's office and the
Legislative Research Commission and the 304ay-afterfiling period has passed.
Text of the regulation will be
published immediately after
filing once in two newspapers
having statewide circulation.
The Interior Department's
Fish and Wildlife Service has
found that earthworms collected near heavily traveled roads
in Washington D C. contain
large amounts of lead, zinc,
nickel and cadmium, evidently
emitted by automobiles. Lead
and zinc were found in quantities that could kill birds that
ate the earthworms
There's a telephone number
for a Rare Bird Alert, in the
Greater New York area, for the
information of bird watchers It
includes Long Island. lower
Connecticut. New York City
and its nearby upstate counties
and northern New Jersey Boston also has a Rare Bird Alert
telephone number

"PROMPT. EFFI( 11P4T SERVICE IS OUR
MAJOR BUSINESS"

•New Stock Firearms
•Reloading Equipment
400."
•Fishing Equipment
•Hunting Equipment
• Archery Equipment

7534933

Located W. Railroad Avenue

Phone 753-2571
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MURRAY HOME & AUTO
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"WEST KENTUCKY'S
TR ANSPORTATION CENTER"
MON,7U-IV:

special item in mind that lie or
she hasn't mentioned.
And don't forget a hunting
and-or fishing license is an
absolute necessity and that
everybody who hunts or fishes
will need a. new one on Jan.. 1.
They're available now at county
clerk's offices and for a Kentucky resident the cost is $5.00
for either a hunting or fishing
license of $9.00 for a combination license.
Happy Shopping.
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Greg Mills task Ibis paw ea his trip toItsKard Coady Waterfowl Management Area recently.
Staff Photo by David Hill
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Tigers Rout Fulton For
Calloway Takes Rugged
New Scoring Mark 118-67 Win Over Mayfield 76-74

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger &Times Sportswriter
In professional boxing, the
man who lands the first few
solid blows usually leaves the
ring as the winner. The game of
basketball is just about the
same and the Murray High
Tigers proved it last night as
they pulverized Fulton City
11867.
Unfortunately, a very small
crowd turned out in the Tigers'.
den to witness the record setting
victory. But those that were
there witnessed history in the
thaking.
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The 118 points eclipses the old
mark set in the 1969-70 season
when 'Murray thumped Farmington 110-81.
Murray came out more than
prepared for the Bulldogs who
came into the game with a 2-4
season slate. A pressure man to
man defense combined with
unbelievable shooting from the
floor lifted Murray to a 10-0 lead
in the first two minutes of the
contest.
Baskets by Willis, Hudspeth
and Jackson gave the Tigers a
16-0 cushion until Dalton hit
from 10 feet out at the 4:30 mark
to give Fulton its first two points
of the game.
By the time the quarter had
ended, Murray was holding a
whopping 32-11 advantage.
But the most amazing aspect
of the first period was the
outside shooting by the Tigers.
Murray hit on 14-17 from the
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS floor for
an astounding .824
Bill Chamberlain now is with mark.
Dean Willis was 5-5 from
his third American Basketball the 20
foot range in the stanza.
Association team this year and
Of the 14 field goals Murray
believes that at last he's found hit in
the first period, seven of
a home.
them came from outside the 15
"I think I have a shot to foot
range. The sticky man to
make the starting lineup," says roan defense accounted
for
the newest of the Kentucky numerous
Bulldog turnovers
Colonels.
and consequently, Fulton was
Chamberlain, who started the only 4-16 in the first period.
year at Carolina and moved to
Coach Bob Toon went to his
San Diego before getting picked bench in the second period but it
up by Kentucky, will stay didn't help Fulton one bit.
The
where he is for a long time if second string of the Tigers,
he continues to play like he did determined to prove
their
Friday night—when he helped ability, did a very impressive
the Colonels beat the New York job.
Nets 118-110.
In fact, in the second period,
The young forward came off the reserves hit 12-22 from the
the bench to play 14 minutes floor, not bad shooting for
and came through with eight anybody.
points and four rebounds in
Jumping Joe Resig scored
that short tune.
from under the bucket at the
"The kid did a heckuva job," 3:04 mark to give the Tigers
said Kentucky Coach Joe Mul- their first 30 point lead, 53-22.
laney.
The largest lead of the first
The viaory kept the hot Colo- half came with only seven
nels a game behind front-run- seconds
left
when
6-2
ning Carolina in the ABA East. sophomore Phil Miller hit from
The Cougars stayed on top with under to give the Tigers a 61-24
a 113-97 victory over the Vir- halftime lead.
ginia Squires.
In the first half. Murray hit
In the only other ABA game 26-59 froni the floor for a .667
Friday night, the Dallas Chap- shooting slip. Fulton managed
arrals defeated the Denver only 8-31 for a frigid .258. The
Rockets 104-99.
Tigers had little trouble in
National Basketball Associ- controlling the boards as they
ation scores: Golden State 129, outrebounded Fulton 22-10. The
Buffalo 95; Baltimore 94, Hous- Bulldogs definitely were a
ton 91; Kansas City-Omaha 140, weaker team than Murray, but
Detroit 132 in overtime; Chi- the Tigers' use of the fast break
cago 90, New York 86; Mil- and the ability to block out on
waukee 98, Cleveland 82; Bos- the boards made the gap what it
ton 102, Los Angeles 98 and was.
Portland 96, Seattle 95.
Willis led the halftime scoring
The Nets, who were close for the Tigers with 10 points
throughout
the
game, while Jackson had nine. Lane
threatened in the fourth period had eight while Landolt, Resig,
behind John Roche as they Miland Wilder all had six.
closed the Kentucky lead to
The starting quintet returned
105-103 in the closing minutes. to the floor for the Tigers in the
But then Rick Mount deliv- third period. The Tigers scored
ered two free throws to pull the the first four points of the half
Colonels away for their 10th as Lane and Hudspeth hit for
victory in the last 11 games. baskets to lift thrlifurcay lead
Dan Issel led the winners with over 40 points.
34 points.
George Landolt hit on a three
The Nets, who lost their point play with 1:17 remaining
fourth straight game and their in the frame to boost the Tiger
eighth in the last 11, were led lead to 45 points at 88-43. The
by Roche's 27 points. Bill third period ended with Murray
Paultz added 18 to the New up 92-52 lead, Joe Resig sent the
York offense.
Tigers over the magic century
"We're playing two different mark.
games," said New York Coach
Resig stole the ball on an
Carnesecca."We usually inbounds pass and hit on a layup
have one good half and one bad to give the Tigers a 101-52 bulge.
one. The bad half tonight was
A rebound basket by Phil
the second one for us."
Miller lifted Murray over the
Steve Jones came off the 110 mark. The largest lead of
bench and sparked Carolina to the game came with 32 seconds
a 21-point lead in the second left when Charles Scott hit a
quarter to power the Cougars' charity toss to put Murray in
victory.
front 118-65.
Rich Jones scored 30 points
For the game, the Tigers hit
and Bob Netolicky had 27 as on 48-76 for a sizzling .632 while
Dallas defeated Denver.
Fulton City managed only 21-67

By David Hill
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
The Calloway County Lakers
escaped Mayfield with their
lives and a two-point victory
Friday night as they outlasted
the Cardinals 76-74 to take their
fifth straight win.

Chamberlain
Finds Home
With Colonels

Reserves Salvage Win
For Chicago On Friday

POSITION IS THE NAME OF THE GAME! Tony Childress
clears this defensive rebound as Scott Curtis )13) of Fulton City is
blocked out. Danny Hudspeth (51) is on the other side of the goal.
The Tigers defeated the Bulldogs in record setting fashion last
night at Murray by romping to a 118-67 victory,
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
In the preliminary game, Bob
for a very poor .313. Murray,
with Phil Miller grabbing nine Wilder scored 12 and Phil Miller
rebounds and Danny Hudspeth 10 as Murray took an easy 40-23
seven, dominated the boards by win. The win leaves the Tiger
"B" team with a 4-0 slate.
a lopsided 46-27.
Murray, now 2-2 for the
Six players hit in double saason, will meet rugged
figures for the Tigers with Carlisle County Wednesday at 7
Jackson leading the attack by p.m. in the opening game of the
scoring 18. Landolt, in a reserve Mayfield Christmas Tourrole, scored 16 while Willis, nament. The second game will
Hudspeth and Resig all had 14. find Calloway County tangling
Ray Lane contributed 14 while with Syrnsonia. Both games will
Miller just missed hitting in be played in the Lowes High
double figures by scoring eight. School gym.

Kentucky To Meet
Oregon In Tourney
'By BOB COOPER
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON,Ky. i API—The
youngsters play for all the marbles while the "old men" have
to settle for leftovers tonight in
the University of Kentucky InBasketball
vitational
Tournament.
The host Wildcats, starting
three sophomores, advanced to
the finals with an 85-60 thrasing
of Nebraska and will meet an
even younger Oregon team that
put down Colorado State 73-68
Friday night.
Neither Nebraska nor Colorado State can really be called
"old men," since each has a
pair of sophomores in their
starting five. But compared
with Friday night's winners,
they have more experience.
Nebraska starts a senior and
two juniors; Colorado State two
seniors and one junior.
Kentucky Coach Joe B. Hall
is pondering a 6-foot-4 roadblock in his quest for the
Wildcats' 14th victory in their
own tournament that was
inaugurated 20 years ago.
"This Ron Lee is really
terrific. He's so physical and
knows how to use his strength,"
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Hall said of Oregon's freshman
sensation who led his team to
victory over Colroado State
with 19 points.
Lee ironically is a product of
Lexington—Massachusetts that
is—and has sparked the Ducks
to four straight victories this
season.
"I'm not sure how we'll play
him," Hall said. "We might put
(Jimmy Dan) Conner on him or
maybe Mike) Flynn because
he has fast hands and Lee is a
little loose with the ball."
Lee scored 14 of his 19 points
in the UKIT first round in the
first half, but his floor play
helped the Ducks play away
minutes after intermission for
what was an easier victory
than the score showed.
His coach, Dick Harter, said,
"We knew Lee was a super athlete.
"It seems like a lot of other
freshmen are in the spotlight
around the country, but we expected Lee to be super, and
he's done what we expected,"
Harter said.
With the exception of Doug
Little, a senior, Oregon played
nothing but freshmen and sophomores until the final 4:14 of
the game when the Ducks were
leading by 8 points over Colorado State.

-When you're playing all
freshnien and sophomores, all
the games are tough," Harter
noted.
Like Oregon, Kentucky has
only one senior in its starting
Fri five-6-11 Jillt Andrews, who
scored 15 points against Nebraska while playing only
slightly over 26 minutes.
Sophomore Kevin Grevey led
the point parade for Kentucky
r
" with 20 and all eleven Wildcats
M
who saw action put points on
the board.
Gary Rhoades led Colorado
State with 18 points while a fellow senior Paul, Ball added 14
and junior mark Williams
chipped in ki dozen.
Nebraska's leading point-getters were sophomore Kent
Reckewey with 11 points and
junior Brendy Let with 10.

TROUSERS 3/$ 1 25
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2/$ 1 ool
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to incidents between fans in the carried a 43-39 edge into the
hallways.
dressing room.
The Lakers really spread the
An explosive third quarter
floated the takers to the win, gap during the third quarter,
outlasting a late four-quarter outscoring their hosts 17-8. The
rally by the Cards. Greg County team led by as much as
Howard led all scorers with 24 16 points during the third
stanza.
points for the Lakers.
A late fourth quarter rally
Feelings were hot at the
The game was slower of,contest, and numerous skir- fensively than most of pulled the hosts to within one
muishes and incidents marred Calloway's games, but the point at the last, but they could
the night. Mayfield's Wayne Lakers were content to wait for never pull even with the tough
Lovelace was ejected from the the right time. They trailed 13- Lakers. Jerry Duncan, playing
game during the second period 12 at the end of the first quarter, his best game of the year, both
for unnecessary roughness, and but had taken the lead for good offensively and defensively, hit
the hostilities even carried over by the end of the half, and several clutch free-throws to
help hold off the late Cardinal
drive.
A sticky man-to-man full
court press was the source of
the Lakers trouble in the fourth
quarter. Numerous turnovers
plagued the traveling quintet
and the Cards took full advantage of many of them.
For the first time this year,
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS New York 110; Carolina 113,
"We were standing around Virginia 97 and Dallas 104,Den- the Lakers were outrebounded,
losing the battle of the boards
watching the basketball," said vet 99.
Chet Walker of the Chicago
The Bulls, trailing throughout 21-16. They also led in turBulls."We weren't _using the most of the second half, finally novers, 21-16, for the Cards.
. Dan Thompson pulled up the
fast break."
took over with four minutes left
"We were letting Jerry Lucas in the game. With 4:18 left and slack in an off night for big
take too many shots in the the score tied at 76, Heard James Wells, scoring 17 points
fourth quarter," added Chicago scored on a long juniper and for the Laker cause. Wells
to
Coach Dick %OW.
King intercepted a pass and couldn't seem find the mark,
but added eight points, his
Despite these mistakes, the scored on a layup.
Bulls still managed to defeat
Lucas got a basket for the lowest mark this year.
Duncan's outstanding play
the New York Knicks 90-86 in Knicks but King grabbed an inthe National Basketball Associ- bounds pass and drew a foul. was reflected by his 16 points,
ation Friday night.
He sank both free throws.
How? A couple of reserves—
Heard again scored on a
Garfield Heard and Jimmy jump shot and King followed
King—helped make amends for with a layup after making his
the veterans' errors.
third interception of the night.
"All of a sudden King came The Knicks came back to withinto the game and took full con- in four points, at 86-82, before
trol," said Walker. "He made a pair of free throws iced the
two great interceptions and game for the Bulls.
then ran the ballclub which
Led by Jeff Mullins and Cazturned the whole game zie Russell, Golden State outaround."
scored Buffalo 42-10 in the
"Heard and King have played third period to wipe out an
so well for inc with Jerry Sloan eight—point halftime lead by
on the bench that I can't really the Braves. Mullins scored 27
Open Daily 9:00 to 8:00
complain," said Motta.
points overall and Russell had
In the other NBA games Fri- 23.
Until Christmas
day' night, it was: Golden State
Wes Unseld's layup with 19
129, Buffalo 95; Baltimore 94, seconds left and his two free
Houston 91; Milwaukee 98, throws moments later provided
Cleveland 82; Kansas City—
Baltimore with its victory over
Omaha 140, Detroit 132 in over- Houston. Elvin Hayes led Baltitime; Boston 102, Los Angeles more with 20 points.
98 and Portland 96, Seattle 95.
Bob Dandridgei scored 18
American Basketball Associ- points, leading a balanced atation scores: Kentucky 118, tack that carried Milwaukee
over Cleveland; Kansas City—
Omaha charged back from a
15--point deficit to beat Detroit
behind Nate Archibald; Dave
Cowens scored 31 piiints to pace
Boston's success and Portland
trininied Seattle as Sidney
LOS ANGELES AP) —
Wicks scored four points with
Sophiiniore center John Garrett
less than 30 seconds to go.
poured in 29 points and grabbed
18 rebounds leading Purdue to
a 91-75 victory over Western
Kentucky in the first round of
the Trojan Invitational Basketball Tournament Friday night.
Host University of Southern
California met Auburn in the
second game with the winner
the
facing
Purdue for
tournament championship Saturday' night.
Garrett, who scored 15 points
in the first half, hit on a layup
at 14:26 of the first half to put
Purdue in front to stay.
He had help from Frank
Kendrick, who was 12 for 19
shooting from the floor scoring
26 points while pulling in 16
rebounds. Kendrick scored 18
points in the second half as
Purdue pulled away from a 3730 halftime lead.
Chuck Witt scored 25 points
and Johnny Britt 14 for Western Kentucky.
Purdue is now 5-1 for tho
year, Western Kentucky 3-5.

well over his average, and his
best point total this year.
Mayfield was led by Keith
Pyle, nephew of the famed Joe'
Ford, Mayfield graduate. Pyle
led the Mayfield attack at the
guard post, and chipped in 19
points to pace the Redbirds. •
Calloway connected on 24 of
their 56 shots from the field for
a mild 42.9 per cent. Mayfield
was not much better, although
they took, and hit more shots
from the field, hitting 28 of 50
tries for 47.5 per cent.
The difference came at 0*
free throw line, where Calloway
connected on 28 of their 41
charity tosses for 68 per cent.
Mayfield did not have as many
chances, hitting 18 of their 29
gratis tries for 62 per cent.
Calloway's next competition
will come Wednesday night in
the Mayfield Christmas tournament. They will take on
Synisonia in the second game,
to be held at Lowes.
SCORING
Calloway (70—Duncan 16,
Thompson 17, Howard
24,
Shelton 8, Wells 8, Waters 3.
Mayfield (74)—Sherrill 12,
Hubbard 8, Lovelace 10,
Williams 6, Disinukes
Schofield 2, Pyle 19, Thurmond
2, Sanderson 12.
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High
School
Scores
Clark Co. 70, Hazard 69
Earlington 60, Trigg Co. 53
Lewis Co. 72, Augusta 62 10T)
Boone Co. 72, Simon Kenton 69
Calloway Co. 76, Mayfield 71
Franklin Co. 63, Scott Co. 53
Harrison Co. 78, Montgomery
01. 56
Rowan Co. 79, Ezel 62
Curiallerland 59, Cawood 35
Dixie Heights 85, Ludlow 56
/Burgin 42, McKinney 36
Knox Central 50, Bracken Co.
48
Middlesboro 68, Mason Co. 58
Murray 118, Fulton City 67
Carr Creek 76, Hindman 72
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Your Individual Horoscope

Your Individual Horoscope ,
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FOR SUNDAY,DECEMBER 17,1972

FOR MONDAY,DE('-c:MBER 18, 1972
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Good aspects. Occupational
interests, domestic concerns,
educational pursuits especially
favored. Some changes in the
making are for the best.
TAURUS
ss
Apr. 21 to May 21)
Measure all things with a
careful yardstick; remember
all the little details which, put
together, can weigh the scales
one way or the other. Stress
realistic action, logic.

tuitional interests, satisfactory
conclusions to complex business
negotiations.
SAGMARIUS
Nov 23 to Dec. 21)
You may count on this to be
one of your more memorable
days. Look for some unexpectedly pleasant news and
heartwarming
some
recognition for past efforts.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Because you usually accomplish a great deal in one day
does not mean that you should
overtax yourself - a tendency
now. Temper your ambitions
and desires with common sense.

viJ

GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21)
A problem now may be in
handling activities smoothly,
without ruffling tempers or
leaving yourself open to
misinterpretation. But forewarned is forearmed!

AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Lack of consistency and
steadiness could bring problems. Strive to counteract!
Don't procrastinate and don't
scatter energies.
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
CANCER
Not much planetary help
(June 22 to July 231 et)
Routine activities may run here, so day is practically your
without many hitches, yet there own to mold as you will. Try to
may be some delays in laun- conclude long-term contracts if
ching new ventures. Don't be any are pending. Stars are
dismayed. With careful study, generous in that respect.
you can cope.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
An "on-and-off" day You
may feel unusually vigorous
during some hours, lethargic in
others. In any event, be certain
of the feasibility of ideas you
submit or accept.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Alertness, reading between
the lines will keep you on the
beam now. Be consistent in
endeavors; ready to explore the
possibilities of new devices,
methods.
LIBRA
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
You will face competition
now, but it won't stymie you.
Rather, it will prove a pleasing
challenge. Get in there - and
win!
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Fine Mars influences enpresent efforts.
courage
Especially favored: Business
and financial affairs, organ-

Z
tii

YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a brilliant intellect; are highly objective and
keenly analytical in your
thinking; would make an excellent arbitrator or business
counsellor. Your talents are
many and, being extremely
enterprising, you could make a
success of almost any career
you choose. Fields to which you
are most happily suited:
Business, finance, literature,
the law, science, diplomacy,
statesmanship, music and the
stage. Birthdate of: Edward
MacDowell, Amer. composer;
Abe Burrows, playwright,
actor.
•

•

•

YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
FOR 1973 For • personal 140 Peg*
forecast on health, wealth, love and
marriage. send 51 00 plus 25 cents in
coin for postage and handling to
Horoscope Book Department. Box 173,
Old (hese' Station. Nevi York, N
10311, mentioning this newspaper
Print your NAME, ADDRESS witn
ZIP. and DATE OF BIRTH Ito be sure
your
YO. fiet the right forecast for
totliac sign)

MU R_RAY 4/141frtSERVICE

Guaranteed Mufflers at Economy Prices!
7th & Maple St.

sy DOROTHEA M. BR)

Frances Drake

Frances Drake

Phone 753-9999

,40
--1•71ts
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has fascinated little girls, just as it did their
MOPPETS'MAKEUP-The glamor of makeup always
a Christmas hit with the pre-teenage set. Barbie's
mothers. This Barbie Beauty Center should make
cs included with the sculpted head and can be
cosmeti
-proof
stain
safe,
the
face can be made up with
-sheer delight for little girls.
rollers
in
set
be
washed off and applied again. Her hair can

'Tis the season for toymakers
By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Se nice
Autos, airplanes, spacecraft and rockets for the boys.
Tea and dinner sets, jewel
boxes filled with glittering
goodies and stylish knapsacks
for the girls.
Those are the art-stales toy
lineups for sub-teen-agers this
year as the Yule season approaches. Ironically, Women's Lib leaders must have
forgotten to huddle with the
toymakers. Many of the most
tempting of their ()u-istmas
wares for little girls are designed to make them more
feminine.
For two years there has
been speculation-across the
nation that the thrill of the
space age is waning. The toymakers don't buy that.
They're corning out with a
complete line of spacecraft
and rockets that will fly off in
any direction if there is a vacant lot or park nearby.

(Aftearesiswim

sensible, intelligent road. YOU
could
Look in the section in which revisions in your thinking
can find it!
results.
better
your birthday comes and find bring about
what your outlook is, according SCORPIO
YOU BORN TODAY are
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
to the stars.
and benevolent;
flexible program, idealistic
a
Follow
ARIES
with outstanding inendowed
of
needs
the
to
geared smartly
You are
I Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
new ideas tegrity and loyalty.
conWait for cues before laun- the day. Present
and
capable
ly
extreme
and lucidly. Expect the
ching any project. An activity- briefly
scientious in handling your
ted.
unexpec
happy person such as yourself
undertakings and you act
could get into difficult situations
and competently in
quickly
ARIUS
and complications if not on SAGITT
You have a
j
#
foic
e
)
cies.
emergen
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
guard:
al mind and
a present tendency keenly analytic
Avoid
TAURUS
In excellent judgment; would
veness.
impulsi
toward
)Apr. 21 to May 21)
outstanding
an
s of stress, SLOW make
Fine stellar influences. moment
-woman,
or
sman
busines
- rather than take steps
Fervor and ardent ambition DOWN
financier, lawyer, scientist or
may
it
which
from
a
position
to
day.
the
mark
should
creative side,
to extricate yourself. statesman. On the
Especially favored: Artistic be hard
in literature,
excel
could
you
pursuits, domestic concerns, CAPRICORN
drama. Sports and
I Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) WO music or the
romance.
favorite leisure
ous influences travel are your
Gener
of:
GEMINI
y and time activities. Birthdate
ingenuit
e
your
stimulat
( May 22 t,o June 21)
, Amer.
Whittier
af
Greenle
John
and
well,
both
Indicated now: Several imagination. Use
Davy, Eng.
will please. Reach poet; Sir Humphrey
revitalizing hours which you the rewards
chemist; Erskine Caldwell,
new
study
unusual;
the
into
can use to excellent advantage;
author; Antonio Stradivari.
impressive developments by trends.
aker
world-renowned violin-m
AQUARIUS
• • •
which you can profit.
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
CANCER
FOR 1973 For a personal 190 P999
0 Differences of opinion need
forecast on health. wealth, love and
(June 22 to July 23) 49
Get
rifts.
in
marr,age. send SI 00 plus 25 COWS In
needless
result
not
Things should be fairly stable
cam for postage and handling to
concerned
Horoscope Book Department, Box 173,
in both your business and together with those
Old Chelsea $tation. New York., N.Y
your
and
s
wtth
calmnes
and,
and
e
Incentiv
10011, mfotton one 111,0 newspaper
personal life now.
can
Print your NAME. ADDRESS yrith
ambition, teamed up, should innate sense of humor, you
ZIP and DATE OF BIRTH Ito be sure
.
your
YOu get the right forecalt for
help to bring ultimate ob- straighten out any situation
Zecloac Sign)
jectives more clearly in focus. PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
LEO
Water does not get in a crocoYou cannot afford to take wild
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
ears because it has flaps
dile's
you
should
neither
but
,
chances
If you would win an adcan be closed tight when
which
unsure.
,
timid,
vantage, do not telegraph your be hesitant
y
necessar
moves. On the other hand, Somewhere in between is the
of
sharing
recognize the value
ideas for the benefit of all.
• fin •
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) "r
You may have mixed feelings
about some matters, a sense of
1205 Chestnut Street
confusion. Take sufficient time
to know what is expected of you
and how best to go about it. And
DON'T worry!
for your Drug, Prescription
LIBRA
1Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
and Sundry Needs
Certain situations could
a.m. till 6:00 p.m.
12:00
Open
annoy IF you permit. Take all in
stride. Also, think well before
decisions. Some
making

ck-agsters and "bugs" that
Ori the Christmas shelves,
can charge down rock-strewn
too, will be fleets of remotely
arroyos. All are powered with
controlled World War I vintadjustable engines and amazage fighter aircraft - planes
ingly realistic.
like the British Sopwith
For the winter months, a set
Camel and the German Fokof miniature racing snovimoker - ready for scary dogbiles complete with banked
fights at treetop level and
tracks simulating snow drfts
built of sturdy plastics to
could keep a lot of kids in out
withstand the misfortunes of
of the real mow and cut down
aerial warfare.
the incidence of head colds.
The boy who favors the
But let's not forget the little
American-made Mustang or
For them there are
girls.
on
generati
later
a
of
Corsair
e sets or a combinamanicur
toy
the
on
will find them
tion of lipstick, powder and
counters, too.
rouge; or a cosmetic carry-all
The toymakers have surwith everything to keep the
the
in
ves
themsel
passed
beautiful.
moppet
deft
spacecra
rocketry and
A dainty vanity tray carries
partments. Their space shutcomb,
Ale sets have a startling simi- !lipstick, wave set,
brush and mirror. The toy4arity to the craf t that U.S. asmakers surely are going to
tronauts will fly late in the
hear from Women's Ub The
1970's
closest they come to a budWith a hand-held launcher,
ding career for the sub-teenthe 10-year-old junior astroager is a toy first-aid or nurse
naut can send up a moderniskit.
tic transport and two delta
On the other hand, if being a
wing re-entry gliders or he
housewife, is a career, the toy.
can launch via catapult.
manufacturers thought of
As for rockets, the toymakThe tea and dinner set
that.
years
few
a
back
ers reached
assortment is a wide one this
to build the Nike Zeus, the
year and so is the variet- :.etApollo [Attie Joe II and the
tings if a five-year-old wants
are
there
And
John.
Honest
to throw a party for her
rocketry starter sets for tinier
friends, or maybe just have
tots who want to launch their
the girls in for a cup of coffee
space careers early.
make-believe, of course.
in
or
hing
approac
kids
For
rocketry
a
The boutique play sets, with
their early teem,
their jewel boxes and clusters
science set, with rockets,
of sparkling little gems, give
parachutes, r engines and
you the idea the toymakers
launcher will keep them busy
are selling the moppet set the
and out of the house.
idea that diamonds still are a
The mounting popularity of
girl's best friend.
auto and motorcycle racing is
reflected, too, in what Dear
The usual games and some
Old Dad can slip into Junior's
new ones will be on the countoversized stocking this
ers this year, but toy producChristmas Eve.
ers say television has taken
There are road race sets,
up the time kids used to find
dune buggies, Individual racgamesmanship
for
ing cars, off-road racers,

Despite Thievery, Fund
For Puryear Couple Rises

Greetings from Mrs. Clause, the little
lady from North of Murray who is very
busy these days canning cash in the
lobby of the Bank of Murray. However,
she isn't too busy to invite you to visit the
HOLIDAY ROOM which is open during
banking hours at the Main Bank Office
4th at Main, December 18th thru 22nd.

Despite the work of thieves drink today."
who stole some contributions,
Bucy said Mrs. Gallimore has
the Rexford Gallirnore Fund not worked in 16 months and has
currently stands at $379.51, had three major operations in a
reports Billy Buoy. Bucy is one year, thus has had no income.
of a group of Puryear residents Her husband is afflicted with
collecting donations for the emphysema and cannot work
Hazel couple who reportedly regularly.
have no means of income.
He said that persons wishing
Someone stole collection jars to donate may make checks
from two places', Bucy said. One payable to Mr. and Mrs.
contained $1.10 and the other Gallirnore at Hazel Route 1, or
about $4.
send to Billy Bucy at Puryear
"We would like to get enough Route 2.
to pick up the insurance on their
PROBLEM SOLVED. - home and their Blue Cross and
MONTREAL(Al') - Dr.
Blue Shield, which has been
Unidropped," he sale. "We are Yukio Tanaka. a McGill
ry profesor,
working on Social Security for versity chemist
says he has discovered that moMrs. Gallimore.
compounds occurring
"We ate indeed thankful for lecular
naturally in citrus fruits and
Henry
all donations from
seaweed are a simple. inCounty, from out-of-county and expensive antidote for metallic
from out-of-state. Some people poisoning He says the comsay 'We don't know them, but pounds combine with excess
just want to help'." Buoy said. metals, prevent their absarpHe related an instance where lion in the body and are extwo little boys entered a creted harmlessly.
Puryear grocery store to buy
potato chips and cold drinks.
The pika, a small animal
After asking what the donation
in the Canadian Rockies.
jar there was for and having it found
", its shrill whistle to ,
explained, one remarked, "I "throws
hawks and other predthwart
my
in
put
quarter
I'll
believe
this jar and do without my cold ators

When y
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SCOTT DRUG

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY

NEW YORK I l
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Is Releasing Plate No. 3

"Style Of Its Own"
couldn't get one,now is your
If you wanted a numbered and signed print by Ken Holland. and
This will be a standard
time.
last
and
first
the
chance. Ken is increasing his numbered prints for
prints are increasing
Ken's
for
quota and price on all forth coming prints. The Value and demand
can.
you
while
print
d
rapidly, so get in on a numbere
"Style Of It's Own
500 numbered and signed- $15.00 each-plus tax
1000 signed only-$10.00 each-plus tax

*M

*

Precious Memories
300 numbered and signed $12.00 each SOLD OUT
700 signed only-$8.00 plus tax

*4

WRE
$495

"Cider Apples"
300 numbered and signed-$7.00 each-SOLD OUT
1200 signed only-$5.00 each-plus tax
Add $1.00 for postage

Ken Holland Limited Prints
Rt. 2, White Star Farm
Benton, Ky. 42025
Phone 527-8040
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By DOROTHEA M.BROOKS
NE A YORK it I'li —
Christmas decorations have
been in the stores for weeks, the
town tree is lighted, there are
Santas on street corners,
ou
may
have
your
Christmas cards checked off,
most of your Christmas
shopping done—a)l but a
couple of fun items which take
you into the exciting last-minute
hustle and bustle. You surely
should have mailed your outitt
town gifts.
But you have lots of wrapping to do, especially those gifts
you ve been hiding front prying
eyes. There's the holiday
baking—and the house to he
decorated.
V. hatever your taste in
decorations, from the most
modern to nostalgic oldfashioned: whether simplicity is
the keynote, or you go all out,
lighting probably will play a
part.
There's the tree, or trees;
perhaps electric candles shining
a welcome in your windows
lany real candle should be used
only for a centerpiece or
arrangement where there is nit
danger of fire and the flame
should be extinguished when
there is no one in the room).
Then there is the outdoor
decoration which conveys your
holiday greetings to friends and
neighbors and passersby.
It is here lighting comes into
its own. Whatever your taste.
there are lights available to help
you work out just about any
arrangement, from a few
twinkling miniature bulbs on a
door wreath, or outlining a
bare-branch tree, or twined
with rope greens around a stair
railing or lamp post—to
spotlights playing on the most
elaborate display.
Oeneral Electric—which
makes just about anything you
could want in the way of
Christmas lighting—has some
interesting suggestions on
decorating with light, and some
tipp for safer, more attractive
and trouble-free decorations.
Simple to make, and attraktive on a doorway. is a
sparkling tree hung against a
mjtal ic foil background. A
trilingle of wood has curved
costhanger wires stretched from
side to side. Light strings. using
ice,bulbs, are clipped or taped
to the wires and the space
be 'rid filled with greens. Pine
roping, twined with bulbs.

outlines door frame and any
stair railings.
Also simple to make in the
warmth of your workshop is a
'giant lighted candle. An oblong
wood frame provides the
outline. Bulbs are set inside the
length of the frame. They are
covered with yellow translucent plastic. A flower pot
shaped base, and candle flame
are cut from red translucent
plastic. For daylight effect, the
whole can be outlined with
plastic pine garland or tinsel
roping.
For decorating evergreen
trees. G.E. suggests four ways
to place bulbs: at random
vt hich is most usual I, in a tepee
arrangement a spiral or in a
contour drape. For the tepee.
which can be used also with a
hint!
) post or a pole instead of
a tree, wires are run from tip of
tree to stakes in the ground
circling the has. In spiraling
lights, bulbs should he placed
more closely than in other
arrangements. One easy way is
to overlap two strings. Close
spacing of bulbs also is
desirable when outlining the
contours of a tree.
Hole of thumb calls for a
number of standard bulbs equal
to three times the height times
the ssidth of the tree. 1. sing
midget bulbs calls for twice as
many.
Especialls effective are bulbs
used on the bare branches of
trees or shrubs which take on a
sparkling, lacy look.
For small trees or shrubs, five
lights for every foot of height
gives a pleasing effect. For a
larger tree, G.E. suggests a
light setset for every five feet of
tree height above 10 feet off the
ground.
V. hen translucent bulbs—
ceramic or painted—are used
instead of transparent, more are
needed for equal brightness.
V. hite or single color provide
the best effect. Midget bulbs
can be used most effectively,
particularly on smaller trees.
Again, use at least twice as
mans as the standard size.
In floodlighting evergreens
avoid warm colors, which make
foliage look brown. Use cool
-itlors or white to intensify
Teen.
V. hen floodlighting bare
branch trees, light from below is
most effective. As an alternate,
use a spotlight from one
direction, with a floodlight from
the other side and farther away

to fill in the shadows
Checklist
G.E. offers the following
checklist of basic suggestions
for decorating with light, effectively and safely:
—Choose a focal point for
your display and plan around
this.
—No display should interfere
with use of your home.
—Consider the neighbors.
%hen you use floodlights or
spots. shield them so they don't
glare in windows of nearby
bilines. For more attractive
daytime appearance. conceal
them with greens.
—Make your display attractive from the street as well
as nearby.
—Keep bulb colors simple.
Stick to one or two colors.'Me
effect will be more striking. Use
compatible colors. Blue and
green go together: so do the
warm eolors. red and orange.
—Be sore extension cords or
light sets have no cracked
insulation, frayed wires or
damaged sockets. Theme could
cause short circuits.
—Don't put too much.
lighting on a single circuit. You
may need to use several circuits,
particularly if you have the
usual 15 amp or 1800 watt
service. Figure the wattage of
each set, plus any other house
BED AIRS BURNS
LONDON All - Middlesex
Hospital has as. addition. to.its
severe burns department —
four hover-beds. Patients suffering from burns are placed on
one of two high-pressure beds
with *roughs of hot air drying
the burnt skin and reducing
pain. After 48 hours the patient
is moved to a low-pressure bed
through which warm air is
blown to speed up the healing
process.

BLOW BUILDINGS DOWN
LONDON AP) — More than
800.000 buildings in Britain suffered from wind damage between 1962 and 1969 a building
research survey shows. Most of
the 56 million pounds spent on
repair and replacement could
have been saved, however if
wind safety standards introduced in 1970 had come into
effect earlier, the report
stressed

lamps or equipment on the line.
—Cover outdoor plug and
connector joints with plastic
wrap to protect them front
water or snow. Seal ends with
tape.
--Be sure only the socket,
not the bulb, is in contact with
cardboard or other materials.
—Do not use any 120-volt
light set on aluminum trees.
—Bulbs when lit produce
heat which may quickly scorch
or damage some materials.
Prolonged contact with carpets,
chairs or drapes should be
avoided. Heat generated from
bulbs will build up in a confined
space, so keep them well
ventilated.
—Care should be exercised to
insure that sockets, inside or
outside, are free from foreign
material vthich may conduct
electricity.
—Always use insulated
staples to fasten electrical cord
or string sets to wood or hardboard surfaces. Don't cut into
wire!
Have a Merry. Merry
Christmas.
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THEN AND NOW—Charles Boyer and Greta Garbo tat left i co-starred in MGM's movie,"Conquest," back in the days when
the
popular star was noted for his romantic roles. At right, he portrays the high lama In Ross Hunter's remake
of -Lost Horizon."

YESTERDAY'S STARS TODAY

MOVE TO

Boyer objects
to 'lover' label
By NANCY ANDERSON
Copley News Service

before enrolling for theatrical
training at the Conservatoire
National de Musique et
GENEVA — Charles Boyer
Declarnacion.
— screen lover, superstar and
While he was still a student,
(most of all) gentleman —
he made his professional
came down the stairs himself
debut in "Les Jardins de
to answer the outer door to his
Murcie" when an actor belake-front apartment.
came ill, and Boyer learned
To insure the privacy of its
his part overnight. The young
tenants, the building in which
man was an instant success.
he lives is equipped with doors
After appearing in a few
and more doors which open
French films, he was brought
through a system of pressed
to Hollywood to star in the
buttons.
French-language versions of
"But," Boyer explained,
"The Big House" and "The
"it's a little difficult, so I
Trial of Mary Dugan."
thought I'd come down and let
He modestly attributes his
you in myself"
triumph in American pictures
At 72, he remains handsome
— a aiccess not achieved by
while his voice still retains the
actors from other European
velvet quality which first set
countries — to the fact be was
women to swooning a generaFrench, since tlie French ention ago.
YeS..01-torrrantic reputation.
Boyer objects to the title -10
"I
had a feeling that in
"screen lover," pointing out
America the French had a
li
that of the more than 75 roles \
'ttle edge," he smiled. "I've
he's played on film, at least 60
were not romantic.
"They were character
parts," he says, "where
mance, if any, was inciderF
tal.'
Nevertheless, in part perhaps because he's French, his
image has been that of the
lover
Boyer, French by birth and
American through natairaliz.ation, was living in Geneva on a
part-time basis.
"My home is in the south of
France," he explained, "but
in a rather remote spot, so we
combine it *loth a flat here.
My wife prefers to live at a
place not associated with our

(

HIGHER EARNINGS
IN JANUARY

been told until I'm tired of
hearing it, 'Don't ever lose
your French accent,' and I
say, 'Don't worry. I can't."7
EXPLO-TRANSIT BOOMS
DALLAS I AP) -- Chalk up
another plus for Explo 72. the
worldwide youth for Christ
meeting this summer in Dallas.
It gave the Dallas Transit System a rare finarcial plus in
June.
Transit General Manager
Wilson Driggs reported that
charter revenues increased
$119.989.62. which represents a
251 per cent rise over the same
month in 1971.
Explo '72. ivhich attracted
more than 100.000 young men
and women from all over the
world, generated nearly
$108,000 in charter revenues for
the transit firm.

FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN
Murray Branch

Cowboy star Tom Mix made
his first movie in Dewey, Okla.

Hours: 9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday

111S1101111 BRIG tUTERS

* Growing To Serve You
* Free Landscape Design
X, Fstimate

110
61i
LD
Christmas
Trees
vf Scotch Pine or v Balsam Fir
one,now is your
11 be a standard
are increasing

* Snow White or any one of seven bright
Christmas colors.
*Many flocked and ready to go,
Or . . .

* Pick from our big selection of green trees and
have it flocked to your order.
* Green or Flocked and Decorated *
CENTERPIECES I KISSING
WREATHS
'4"
BALLS
$4" t '8"
'3" to '795

POINSEUIAS
BRIWANT RED

'

Until Christmas
-•

2,Stem

$395

Stem
S

$595

IT
--

Mon. thru Thur.
Fri. and Sat.

8-8

1-5

The Boyers' son, an only
child, died of a gunshot wound
in 1965, and it was after his
death that his parents moved
from California, the scene of
the tragedy.
"I made a nostalgic return
to California this fall to play
the high lama in Ross Hunter's 'Lost Horizon,— he said.
"It was a small part, but a
significant one; if it had been
different, perhaps I would not
have gone."
In an earlier motion picture
version of "Lod Horizon,"
Sam Jaffe played the lama
wearing makeup which gave
him almost the appearance of
a mummy. However, Boyer
and his makeup man attacked
the characterization differently.
"In the picture, I played a
man 250 years of age," the
star said, "and the problem
was to make him oddly old.
"We made several tests, the
first with very obvious lines in
my face. Perhaps that was
like the makeup Sam Jaffe
wore; I remember that picture only faintly.
"But finally we arrived at
an ivory colored makeup.
"We hoped to create a man
who had sat for 20 years on a
chair, removed from the
world.
"Today I think Shangri-La
is a place everyone would like
to live. Maybe there is a little
Shangri-La in each of us."
Boyer, a native of Figeac,
France, was the son of a farm
implement manufacturer and
his wife and product of a totally nontheatrical family.
Nevertheless, by the time he
was eight, the boy knew he
wanted to act professionally.
However, to please his
widowed mother, he graduated from the College
('ampollion and the Sorbonne
with a degree in philosophy

Phone 753-8304

* Free Gift Wrapping on
purchases of $5.00 or
more!

COUPON OFFER
* Gifts from
All Over
the World!

on any Gift' Item
from our Gift Shop!
Offer Good Sat, Sun., Mon.,
Dec. 16, 17 & 18 Only
* SAV-RITE *

IT'S NEVER
TOO LATE

* Gifts for
Every
Occasion!

P ‘t.t LIGFIT

IT'S EASY

WANT-ADS

To Place Your
Ledger & Times...
Crossword Puzzle
AL HOSS
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THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

4 Baby log
5 Wale painting
6 Printer's
measure
7 Pose for

Ansi..v, It

rvlrijur s

Puzzle

FOR RENT
THREE ROOM furnished house
with garage, antenna, electric
heat and air conditioner. Inside
city limits. Phone 753-6632. D113C

0013 00 00000
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00 000uu 0030
=0 0000 23
M000000 000
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L 0 3011 000 LIM
L E000
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FOR RENT

Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at . .
FOR RENT

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

PAGE NINE

7534916
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Call
753-1916

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

NEW THREE bedroom brick 30' x 50' BUILDING located at 404
ANTIQUE BRICK two level
apartment, carpet, central heat N 4th St. For auto work. Phone
home, walkout basement, four
and air, range, disposal, washer 753-8901.
D16C bedrooms, two baths, large
and dryer hook up, large lot
portrait
family room, garage, paved
8 Dirt
TFC BEAUTIFUL spacious Valarah drive, trees, and shrubs.
FOUR ROOM, apartment, has 8150.00. Phone 753-7550.
9 Frolics
Un16th.
Apartments,
S.
Lee
10 Great Lake
been redecorated. On corner of DUPLEX, TWO
11 Dampens
bedrooms furnished, modern. 2 bedroom. Available February. Phone 7536th and Popular. Phone 753D16C
16 Wears a.ay
furnished,
electric
heat.
Also 12' Carpeted, dishwasher, 8731.
20 Interpose.
D18 x 55' house trailer,
4866.
electric heat, refrigerator, stove, garbage
22 Near
carriage
23 Propel oneself
TWO ROOM trailer, 10 feet wide, 212 miles from city limits. Phone disposal, air-conditioned. $150.00
21 Intert.ines
through water
D16C per month. 753-3865 or 75323 Instructed
furnished.
Electric heat. 630.00 753-5998.
24
Quote
27 Symbol for
D20C
Pronoun
25
4974.
per
month.
Call 753-6920. North of NEWLY LARGE nice
40 Of neither sea 54 Alcoholic
tellurium
By Owner
furnished
beverage
43 Compass point
26 Cming
28 Handle
Almo.
D16C,'
home.
apartment. Married couple or 2 BEDROOM MOBILE
56 Command to
29 Pay
30 Relating to the 45 Physician
horse
(abbr.)
31 Weaken
Singing birds
single. May be seen at Kellys Electric or fuel heat. Small quiet
57 .Superlative
47 Gray
34 Prono...in
52 Pilaster
2 BEDROOM trailer, newly Pest Control,
ending
district
08
Ancient
35 Weirdest
located 100 S. 13th court.Water and garbage pickup.
Loretta Jobs, Real Estate Saleslady for Wilson Real
33
Nosegay
decorated and carpeted. Phone St.
in Greece
58 French of the
38 Negative
D16C furnished. $70.00 per month. Call
taw
Things
in
36
Artificial
49
Learning
61
Estate, is shown presenting a key to Mr. and Mrs. Teddy
39 Males
D16C
753-2748.
TFC
5 Apts. Completely
language
37 Shipr.orms
753-8216 after 5:00 p.m.
50 Reverberation
41 Ocean
('ohoon, new owners of this three bedroom home located on
42 Coins
10 '
11
1 2 3 4
5 6 7 '8 7.•.•:•-9
FURNISHED APARTMENT, MOBILE HOMES. One 8' x 40' BEDROOM brick house. Newly
College Farm Road. This property was sold through multiple
44 Printer s
c..:.;
Furnished
3
two-bedroom,
all
electric
$48.00
measure
living room, kitchen, bathroom
listing by
storage
1,....... 14
and
„y 13
Utility
decorated.
46 Flight of steps 12
per month. Available now. One
.....:. .4
with shower and bath. One or two
48 Evade
•Good Income
':-.....•
10' x 50', all electric. Available space. 9125.00 per month. Phone
"r6
t".•"•1 17
15 --* ...,
bedrooms. Zimmerman Apart51 Slave
DI8C
436-5580.
fk.ceiliber
Phone
21st.
489•Permanent Renters
.--.
4
52 Parcel of
ments, South 16th Street, 753'20 ' ,21 22
:
.:.::..:kr19
land
2595.
D16C
6609.
efficiency
J14C
BEDROOM
ONE
•
Priced Reasonable
53 Centigram
.
7
26 ;
., "..:t, 27
(abb,)
apartment, furnished. Available
TWO
3,
efficiency
bedroom
BEDROOM
ONE
houses
on
55 Surrounded
for Quick Sale
28
it"..".• 29
30 '\:.".•`., 31
apartment. Couple preferred. See Kentucky Lake. Near New January 1. Phone 753-6564 TFC
59 Anger
:-...:
,
.....,,•4
„..
Mrs. Brandon Dill at Dill's Concord, electric heat and air
60 Lease
37 ,,, ,•,38
34
Phone 753-1257
:..t.:t5
'36
1 or 2 bedroom apartment. Fully
62 Bacte•ro1ogist s
Trailer Court located Murray conditioned, also both have
-isms
January
1,
available.
,
furnished,
-442
•39
-:i'Yo. :7•T., •
A3
,
Drive-In Theatre Entrance. Also fireplace and large carport. Ont
63 Weight of
Phone 753-3263
202 So. 4th Street
:
1973. Embassy Apartments. Call
we have trailers for sale.
D18C furnished and one unfurnished
India
47
F37.77, AI 45 .....:7::t., A6
gravel
Kirksey,
near
TV(
ACRES
753-6127.
753-4331
********************
or
163
******
64 River in
L ._,
Phone 436-2427.
t..t...
DISC
Siberia
pit, timber, tobacco barn, stock
48 49
-.1 NICE 10'x 51' air-conditioned tw
so V..•.',31
Y."..".•':".....;•-„,-„,
65 Places
.3
barn, rental house, pasture, and
bedroom trailer located in
NICE ONE bedroom furnished
52
..".•3 54 ,•:•:) 55
56 57 58
cropland, dark fire tobacco, corn
University Heights Trailer Park.
DOWN
.t.t.
apartment. Lots of cabinets, all
base, only $26,000, call owner,
Phone 753-6406 or 753-1566. D16P
50
‘ tr.:•,62 '
tw,1.'•':'90
1 Posed for
1. We list and sell your property.
electric. Located next to White
tt:•:"
Mayfield 247-7132 or 247-1285. TFC
portra
We locate other property for you. We can show you
2.
Hall.
Adjoining
MSU
campus.
APARTMENT
furPARTLY
63
2 Baker s
Ordinance number 369, being FOUR BEDROOM ranch style
property listed with any realtor.
product
nished, 675.00. Water paid. Call. Couples only. Phone 753Pistr. by United FeatAre Syndicate. Inc.
in
3 Sum Lp
3. We assist you with your financial obligations.
D16C an ordinance further amending house, $16,000.00. Phone Robert
753-8165 or see at 402 S.8th. ITC 3805.
zoning ordinance number 491 of N. Butler, 753-8590.
4. We issue mortgage protection to cover your loan.
D19P
%NI i s
city. of Murray, Kentucky, so as
5. We insure your property.
6s10D
/HAM NE-HOVEN5
SENO/EN
1 POOEST 714AT
HELP WANTED
to
rezone
Finally, we auction your excess personal property.
certain
zoning
districts
6.
e4RT1401 MEW"GRIEF, RAVE WANTEC
VERY MUCH
as
shown
on
zoning
map
attached
!
YOU 601/46 TO
NOIL
MALE or FEMALE; positions
'O TO
WOULD
to ordinance number 491 and open for full time day, full time
X156 ME?
YOU CAN FIND THIS ONE-STOP SERVICE FOR
RAVE WANTED teOU TO .I
made a part thereof by night. Must be neat clean and 18.
PROPERTY ONLY AT WILSON REALTY! DO YOU
reference; and amending zoning Apply in person 2:00-5:00 p.m.
PREFER A MAN TO HELP YOU WITH YOUR REAL
map attached to and made a part Monday, Tuesday and WedESTATE NEEDS? Then call Wayne Wilson, 753-5086; Don
of zoning ordinance number 491 nesday to Mr. Dailey at Burger
Nanny, 753-9912; Larry Wright, 753-6883; or Bill Adams, 753OR DO YOU PREFER A SALESLADY? Then call
and amendments thereto by Chef.
5657.
D20C
A, ,
Loretta Jobs, 753-6079. WE ARE A FULL SERVICE OFreference so as to embody the
•
•
FICE.
changes set forth in this or- NEEDED ONE salesman to work
dinance.
Murray area. Company car
• *************************
BLONDIE
Be it ordained by the common furnished for business and
A HOME FOR YOU IN THE CITY
.1121
council of the city of Murray, pleasure. Group hospital and life
cs-i, *Jo- X
1i._
I'M GOING our 7
Central Heat and Air, Brick, Four bedrooms, living room
CONGRATULATIONS,
EXPECT YOU
AN D BUY MYSEL F
Kentucky, as follows, to-wit:
MR. BUMSTEAD-NOU HAVE
insurance, retirement paid 100
kitchen, two baths on one level-Three bedrooms, utility
TO pose
PrzEsE2L
)
r
JUST BEEN 'NE RECIPIENT OF
Section 1: The following per cent by company. $8,000 to
family room, recreation room, bath on other level,
DOUBLE'
AM TEN THOUSANDTA HAIRCUT
described area of City of Murray, ;12,000 first year potential. Must
square feet.
Kentucky, as shown on zoning have previous sales experience
-=.
HOMES FOR YOU OUTSIDE OF CITY
map incorporated in
Zoning or sales aptitudelnterviews will
FOUR BEDROOMS, two baths, carpeted, basement, large
•••••
Ordinance Number 491 and all be held any day after 5:00 p.m. or
lot, 34 mile from Murray.
0,
amendments
thereto
by on Saturday if necessary. Call
reference, is hereby rezoned Orkin in Paducah 442-8251 collect
TWO BEDROOMS DOWN, TWO UP--family room, large
from "R-2 Residential" to "R-1 for appointment.
kitchen, includes washer, dryer, refrigerator, range, dishTFC
Residential", to-wit:
washer,TRANSFERABLE LOAN-Owner has left Murray
SEWING
Beginning at a point on the EXPERIENCE
Says, "Sell."
Si-lb
11111111t
southeast intersection of South machine mechanic, would
9th Street and Glendale Road; consider a retired man a few
stfisLaiti.„.
ONE ACRE LOT-Can be two or three bedroom, living room,
thence south 177.2 feet to a point months. Call 247-2464 days or 623dining room, large kitchen-Wee rental property or private
THE PHANTOM
D19C
on the east right of way of South 4664 nights, collect.
home... Under $12,000.
9th Street; thence east 836 feet to IF YOU
RULE 11115 PASS,
IOU CANNOT RULE
THE SQUEAKY VOICE OL THE DWARF
nt help deciding on a
WILL RULE ALL THE JUNGLE. YOU
a point paralled with Glendale
ANYTHING, NOT EVEN
FIVE BEDROOMS, two kitchens, three baths, two
Christmas gift for your family
MUST DIE.
THIS ROCKY' PASS.
DO NOT TALK SO
Road;
thence
tc
south
1090.8
feet
fireplaces. ltz acre lot.
PALJ5T DiSAGREE
MUCH KILL HIM
Murray
Cablevision
is
at
your
v.
I DO NOT INTEND
a point on the city limits; thence service.
NOW - - UNLESS Sign up for Cablevision
TO DIE.
east 495.4 feet to a point on the before
THREE BEDROOMS, living room, dining room, kitchen,
December 22 and receive
•
city
limits;
thence
north
1268
feet
carpeted, lot 142 x 200....Under $7,000.
Ir`
your Installation for only 99
to a point on the south right of
cents. Call Murray Cablevision at
way of Glendale Road; thence
FARMS FOR YOU
753-5005 today.
D22C
west
1328
feet
to
the
point
160 Acres. ponds, three bedroom home
of
a,
beginning.
ROUTE CARRIERS for the
1
;
41
\
Section II: The following Courier Journal. Call 75320 Acres, nice building site, price includes mobile home.
•!••s
described area of City of Murray, 7116.
D16C
*************************
Kentucky, as shown on zoning
map incorporated in Zoning CIVIL ENGINEER, responsibly ,
NEAT WEEK THE CHO/Ct./ i
Ordinance Number 4991 and all for contractor of apartments and
amendments
thereto
by med. Shopping centers. From
BEATLE BAILEY
reference, is hereby rezoned ground breakIng to turn key
froiii "B-1 Business District" to construction. No material cost,
Ti4ANK
AN EXCELLENT
"13-2 Business District," to-wit: source of supply and how to
PE-SIRE
YOU, EIR
isi5PECTION, CAPT.
The area lying on the northwest handle material. Designed
ixRA
5,CA1513ARD., NOT ONE
corner of North 16th Street and engineer with proven con- VA LOANS, no down payment BEAUTIFUL LOT for
immediate
MING WRONG WIT41
Main Street.
struction background. Must be for qualified veteran. 12 years to building. Sharp St, near city park
4°1
YOUR AREA!
Section III: The zoning map of able to work without supervision. pay. Drive on out almost to shopping center, city school
City 14 Murray, Kentucky, dated Salary 918,000, car expense free. Clarks River Bridge on Beltine. hospital, university. Phone
606the 30th day of January, 1969, Contact Staff consultant em- Bank financing on spot. Bill's 549-2494.
TFC
attached to and made a part of ployment agency, 901 Jefferson Mobile Home, 3900 South Beltine
Zoning Ordinance Number 491 by St., Paducah.-Ky.
'BY OWNER; four bedroom
D16NC Highway,Paducah,Ky.,443reference, is hereby amended
home, with large den, large
D1
6150.
12-18,
4'rs,
and changed so as to coincide MANAGER FOR warehouse and
private patio, large utility room,
4144:
'
COMCXD
with the provisions of this or- shipping salary. $10,000 to $12,000 THREE BEDROOM double- maple cabinets, dishwasher,
paid. Contact Staff- wide, only $6595.00. Bill's Mobile garbage disposal. Close to Carter
dinance. The Clerk of the City of fee
Murray, Kentucky, is directed to consultant employment agency, Homes, South Beltline Highway, and Middle Schools. Priced to
amend said zoning map so as to 901 Jefferson St., Paducah,
sell. Bank loan available to right
Paducah,Ky. Phone 443NANCY
DIENC 6150.
reveal the zoning provisions of Ky.
DI6C person. ,Phone 753-1822 days, or
this ordinance.
753-6342 nights.
TFC
YOU SHOULD HAVE
(
--- AND I JUST
Section ”/: Any portion of BLACK ANGUS, bull young, old
NOW SHOWING
COME TO THE MOVIE
SAW A GOOD
Ordinance 'Number 491 and all enough for service. Call 753-6052
o
WHERE CAN YOU GET A SHOP, A GROCERY STORE, a
1)191'
WITH ME --- I 5AW A GOOD
amendments
thereto which may after 7 p.1 1. in evening.
0
°
1
NORTHERN
five bedroom brick home, one acre of land on a highway only
0
WESTERN
0
be in conflict with this ordinance
a few miles west of Murray? All you have to do
is call us-we
are hereby repealed to the extent
A ecnorsi SALE
have a low price and all the information.
of such conflict and V)such extent
only. In all other respects, Or
A THREE BEDROOM BRICK HOUSE on
one acre of lake
dinance Number 491 and all
front
land at Cypress Creek, electric heat, good well,
Saturday, December 16, at 100
amendments thereto are hereby
OF THE
nicely
landscaped. Ready to move into for year around living.
1610 Farmer, Murray, Ky
reaffnipied.
ARCTiC
1
Certified as approved by the The following items will be for
100 Acre
Zoning and Planning Commission sale:
•-••""4".
I
Real nice living room suit
of City of Murray, Kentucky, on
100 ACRE TRACT OF LAND located less than
chairs, bedroom suit, breakfast
one mile from
November 27, 1972.
. LIU ABNER
lake. Completely forested.
room suit, Tappan Electric
Howard McNeely
range,
kitchen
cabinets,
SALOME314A!!'- TH'REAL
Secretary of Zoning and
Kelvinator refrigerator, electric
RGE.RS
mAt_iCiOuS MISCHIEF
Planning Commission of City heaters, cooking
HAIN'T GOT
wAS POTTI THESE_
utensils, Churn,
of Murray, Kentucky
TN' REAL.
SIGNS UPnaughabyde living room suit,
Adopted on first reading before window fan,
HAMMU
old wood trunk
\() ALABAMEAL15
the Common Council of City of radio,
208 South Fourth Street (Swann Building)
teir top table, lamps,
TASTEMurray, Kentucky, on the 14th pictures, real
old dresser, sewing
day of December, 1972.
Murray, Kentucky Phone 753-0101
machine, beds, old chest ol
Holmes Ellis
drawers, window air condition.
John C. Neubauer, Broker I res) 753-7531,
Mayor, City of Murray, hand painted
la nips, kerosicy
Robert Rodgers, Salesman I rest 753-7116.
Kentucky
lamp, pink & green glassware,
The Real
Attest:
For
service
in selling your property -list your
dinner pot, lantern, dated No. 1,
ammus Alabag,Vu
real estate
Stanford Andrus
dinner bell, TV., record player.
with us.
Taste /
Clerk, City of Murray, Sale held
inside regardless of
We are a member of the Murray-Calloway
•If
Kentucky
Cofer-.
weather. Not responsible in case
County Multiple
listing Service
ITC of
accident..
1 Quarrel
5 Army meal
9 condensed
moisture
12 Opera by Verdi
13 Massei
14 Exist
15 Hay spreader
17 Note of scale
18 Insect egg
Ls, English baby

SERVICES OFF 3
BULLDOZER WORK,
also bank gravel, fill
topsoil. Phone Hardin,
or 354-8161 after 5:00 p.

FOR SALE

GENERAL HOUSE
Installation.;yr rework.
big por too small. Call fo
436-2159, Jim.

Apartment House

YOUNG'S SEPTIC Ta
We clean septic tan
traps, all kinds
disposals. Phone Ma
De
7048.
FOR ALL your
renivdeling, resid
commercial. New or
estimates. Call 753-61

Wilson Insurance
and

PIANO TUNING a
Jerry Cain, 753-8712.
craftsman Piano
'Guild.

Real Estate

City
Ordinance

JOHN'S REPAI
Plumbing-electrical
carpentry. Phone 7
-753-7625 nights.

FULL SERVICE OFFER
**************************

KELLY'S TERMIT
Control, phone 753-39
13th Street. "Ever
delay lets bugs have
way."

WELL, I'LL sEr

9RAHMS

FREE ESfIMATE o
installation. Phone 7
Will baby sit in my
night. Phone 753-657
West.

.4P1 '111
,40
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Phone
PIANO LESSON
doctoral candidat
home. Call 753-4399
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SMALL AP
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RADIO REPAIR
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Pap Pain

Can
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To list your property, call Wayne,
Loretta, Don, Larry or Bill.
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HAULING
garbage in
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Call

7
FOR SALE

Call

7"-1916 Sell It With A Classified Ad

753-1916

•
•••••

SERVICES OFFERED

FOR SALE

BULLDOZER WORK, trucking, MATERNITY clothes size 10-12,
also bank gravel, fill dirt and Summer and Winter. Phone 753topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138, 8376.
D19C
or 354-8161 after 5:00 p.m. TFC

Wilson Real
d Mrs. Teddy
me located on
rough multiple

nce
ne 753-3263
*******

ER
*******
can show you
ions.
loan.
property.
ER VICE FOR
TY! DO YOU
YOUR REAL
n, 753-5086; Don
Bill Adams, 753DY? Then call
SERVICE OF*******
CITY
ms, living room
ooms, utility.,
other level, 3600.
OF CITY
, basement, large

ray room, large
ator, range, dishhas left Murray-55

room, living room.
roperty or private

hree

baths, two

'ng room, kitchen,

mobile home.
*******
ALL -

Wayne,
r Bill.

II

FOR SALE

WEIMARANER puppie4, AKC
GENERAL HOUSE wiring. litter. Phone 753-4647.
D22C
Installation or rework. No job too
big or too small. Call for estimate BEDROOM SUITE $50,00;
436-2159, Jim.
January4P Dinette Set, $50.00; Coucn,$50.00.
Ail good condition. Phone: 753YOUNG'S SEPTIC Tank Service. /234
D22C
We clean septic tanks, grease
FOR SALE
traps, all kinds of waste NEW AND used tractor tires.
Pro-model bass fishing
disposals. Phone Mayfield 247- Tractor flats repaired. Speedy
boat with 65 H.P Mercury
December21C Service. Vinson Tractor Com7048.
motor, all 1972 models.
ITC
pany. Phone 753-4892.
Trolling motor and trailer.
FOR AL!. your additions
Phone 753-2386.
renlideling, residential or NEW AND used cutters, 4', 5' and
Vinson-type.
pull
or
type
commercial. New or old. Free 6', lift
1TC FIREWOOD for sale, free
TFC Tractor Co.,753-4892.
estimates. Call 753-6123.
TFC
delivery. Phone 753-8078.
PIANO TUNING and Repair. ADAMS HARD surfaced plow
Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered points. Also regular plow points, 5 PIGS, 9 weeks old. $100.00
D16P
craftsman Piano Technician to fit most plows. Chisel plow Phone 436-2167.
TFC points, cultivator shovels and
Guild.
sweeps. Vinson Tractor Co., 753- FIVE PIGS, Nobel I.. Hurt, phone
1TC 474-2301.
JOHN'S REPAIR Service. 4892.
D16P
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
THREE NEW handmade quilts
arpentry. Phone 753-5897 day:, or
two dutch girls; light 8) star
753-7625 nights.
TFC
diamond; sailboat, $25.00 each.
SALE
D21NC
,KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest Call Benton)527-8819.
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
13th Street. "Every day you HANDMADE BARBIE and Ken
BALD WIN
doll clothes, price 50 cents to
delay lets bugs have their
KIMBALL
Christmas
tway."
TFC $2.00. Excellent
presents. Phone 753-7422 after
We've got the finest
D16C
5:00p.m.
selection and best prices.
• FREE ESfIMATE on septic tank

Pianos & Organs

installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
Will baby sit in my home day or
night. Phone 753-6573, Mrs.
D16C
West,
SPECIALIZES IN WOOD
AND
COMPOSITION ROOFING
DOPER CONSTRUCTION CO
Building and remodeling.
Phone 3544567
PIANO LESSONS given by
doctoral candidate in your own
D16P
home. Call 753-4399.

MALL WORLD ELECTRONICS

307 N. 4th

7534091

RADIO, TELEVISION,
SMALL APPLIANCE
SALES 8 SERVICE
SPECIALIZING IN CB 8 CAR
RADIO REPAIR

Prices Start at
MASSEY FERGUSON 300 with
cab, robot, chopper, pick-up reel.
Good condition $2,850.00. 1 HC 503
Hydrostatic Drive with 13 ft. includes bench & delivery
header, pick-up, reel, cab, robot,
chopper. Cut two crops. $5,250.00.
AC-72-Tandem Axel perfect
Pianos & Organs
Paducah, KY
condition. Cut about 300 acres
619 Bwy.
$950.00. Freeman Machinery Co.,
Ph. 443-6453
Troy
Neil Freeman, Phone
Tenn., 1-901-932-2151 days, 1 901
DISC 8 PIGS for sale. Phone 753-6210
932-3226 nights.
after 4 p.111.
D16C
COLILIE PUPPIES, Beagles
puppies. Only a few left, make MINIATURE
SCHNARZER
your selection now. Will make puppies. AKC registered, top in
nice pets. Phone 753-1348. D18C personality,
non -shed
reasonable. Phone MelpdyANTIQUE EDISON cylinder Ayers Kennels 901-247-3345
Dl9C
phonograph, in good playing Buchanan.
condition. A few cylinders also
included. Phone 753-9458. D18C 10 GALLON and 5 gallon

'4440°

CONRAD'S

aquarium, with stand. Fully
ONE 12 x 52 2 bedroom mobile equipped. Phone 753-8260. DISC
home. Take over payments.
DISC
Phone 437-4710.
10 A.M. to 2 P.M. only
SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back
Mon. thru Fri.
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp 1947 FORD Ferguson tractor.
Meat,3 Negetables & roll
" 753-5933.
TFC with plow, disk, and cultavors,
$1.15
.also 2 seater go-cart. Phone 489Here or Go
753-4953
D21C
2156.
Triangle Inn
AUTOS FOR SALE
MAKE beaten down carpet nap
1967 CHEVROLET custom
doorways bright and fluffy
at
pickup, 6 cylinder, straight shift,
again with Blue Lustre. Big K,
low mileage. Phone Jerry McBelaire Shopping Center. D16C
Coy, 492-8837 or after 6:00 p.m.
D19C
753-3045.
1964 FORD GALAXIE XL. Motor
1971
VOLKSWAGON-Sound, and transmission like new. Phone
TFC
clean, one-owner, Super-Beetle, 753-66.37.
27,000 miles. This is a good car, A.K.C. REGISTERED Tiny Toy
• Poodle puppies. Phone 753$1600.00. Gilbertsville 362FREE
4348.
D18P 6379.
D16P

Papering
Painting
Canvas
Ceiling Tile

TVs and Stereos are sold in drug stores, discount and
variety stores and even dry goods stores . . .
BUT .. .

Where and When can you get service on them?
Be a wise Buyer and ask about your service!

TV SERVICE CENTER

ER; four bedroom
ith large den, large
tio, large utility room,
abinets, dishwasher,
sposaL Close to Carter
le Schools. Priced to
loan available to right
hone 753-1822 days, or
ights.
TFC
ROCERY STORE.
nd on a highway only
e to do is call us- we
on.
on one acre of lake
at, good well, nicek
around living.

than one mile from

•auer
te
wann Building)
e 753-0101
es) 753-7531,
I res) 753-7116.
-list your real estate

Bill Houghton
753-0961

"We Service What We Sell"
z

THE RED Geranium Christmas
botique, located 2 miles West of
Barkley Lodge on Hwy.68 will be
open from 10:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
daily for those who wish to give
the most discriminating of giftD22NC

9 OM (I IPW Off --MI Arty nraolvel
,
1
" 0 L 97? by U.
Flolury 39•91909119 Inc

"WE'VE BEEN HAD, O'TOOLE."
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Vernon's Shoes
Across from K-N Root Beer

Has

Gift Suggestions

INSULATED BOOTS

Dog or cat Baskets
Dog sweaters, collars
bones. toys

CALL

TUNING--RepairPIANO
rebuilding. Prompt expert serWANT TO BUY:800 Bales of hay,
vice, 15 years experience. Rebuilt
preferably delivered. Call 753pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer,
D19C
3619 or 753-7400.
Murray, Kentucky. Phone 753December28C
8911.
A LATE model Ford or
Furgerson tractor. Phone 753Music Lessons
D19C
2987.

oway County Multiple
WANT TO BUY old furniture.
attic junk, or anything of value
Decernber28(
Phone 436-2135.

Professional teachers of
Piano, organ, voice, guitar,
accordion, drums and band
instruments. J L B Music
Center, Murray. Ky. 7537575.

About Our
Aluminum Sheets

'UNCLE JOE'S Discount, Dover,
'Fenn., has over 99,000 items,
including fire works, of all
D21P
kinds.

1697
"to'
5 15

SAFETY TOES
3 Types $1397-$17"
We Will Be Open Sunday 1-5 p.m.
We have a large quantity of shoes
that have been left for repair that
are now ready to be picked up.
641 PET SHOP. Specials on fish
tanks, supplies, fish and birds,
toy Poodle puppies and Cockers.
Phone 753-1862 or 753December23C
9457.

For Christmas

II

Choose from tropical
fish, Gerbils. Guinea
pigs, Parakeets, mice,
turtles.

FISH NET

A Perfect Christmas Gift. .
ORBY

Viice

- • •-•"••• •••••••-,
_

TRIANGLE

Drive a little and save a lot because you'll get the best for
less at

The Ledger & Times
103 N. 4th Street
Murray, K.
Phone 753-1916

DISCOUNT SEWING & STEREO CENTER
0 en from 9-8
Ph. 492-8812
'

We Deliver And Service Anything We Sell

INN

ri7,1

'711

JO ANN Sliger Thorn is now
employed at Sue's Beauty Salon.
1 mile east of Murray on Hwy. 94.
She invites her fiends and
customers to call her. 7538268.
Dl6C

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
Health club and figure control studio. No investment necessary.
Opperating capitol needed. Interested parties phone 7532962.

If You

Paper Carrier
First

YOU PAY NOTHING UNTIL NEXT YEAR.

ar*.

GIMP •,aer. c.o. mks meson•r.
L7.1 r91174
,
-1.

No Bikini sandwiches at the
Triangle. All 13 sandwiches on our
menu are well dressed, this :r
cludes our grilled cheese &
as well as the
hamburger
Cosmopolitan Slim Jim

Noocr000ccoclococieeoceer

that adjusts to all carpets by being an upright
and a hose type cleaner too.
Phone 767-6295 for FREE Demonstration

25 year guarantee on all new sewing machines. No down
payment and easy monthly terms on any item in our store.

4+.

"A Boy Named Charlie Brown"

When the weather outside
is frightful, our HomeMade ice cream is still
delightful!! 20 cents & 30
tents, qt. 79 rents, gallon
A\ I Nil 753 4953
$2.98.

Miss Your Paper

Morse automatic sewing machines discounted from $50.00
to $100.00 & Hallmark sewing machine cabinets, also
discounted.

•rode

--Corner of 4th & Elm

0*

A SHAG
RUG SPECIALIST

tidubia,"

`6;0e4e3--

19 INCH portable RCA t.v. with
drive a few miles and
roll about cart. Cheap. Also YOU CAN
dollars on furniture at
Timothy Hay. Phone 435-4981 or save a few
Dover,Tenn. D21P
Joe's
Uncle
D16C
753-8109.

25' each

4

The
"Peanuts'Gang
in their
Mrst
"
4"..
*
cMovie!

Give a Gift
That Lives

TAPE RECORDER. Been used 4
HOG FEEDERS for sale. Call times. One record player. Phone
after 5:00 p.m. 489-2691.
D16P
D19C 435-4483.

Hazel, Ky.

SAT. & SUN. 1:00 til 3:00

Corner of 4th & Elm

Waffle Stompers or HickIng Boots

All
Seats
75'

CHiLDREN'S MATiNEES

FISH NET

3 Types

CHRISTMAS TRUCKLOAD STEREO
& SEWING MACHINE SALE

1
H 0 MODEL race car set and.
used router. Phone 753-8838. D16C

(40001)/yitit'prese/P,

Don't Forget
Your Pet at
Christmas!

GERMAN SHORTHAIRED
1968 V.W. BUG. Burned job, some
Pointer, Irish setter, liew..elyn
sheet metal. Bumpers and
PANELS, name
HAULING DONE; including running gear o.k.$75.00. Six room setter. phone 753-7585
CABLEVISION INSTALLATION FIBERGLASS
D18C for only 99 cents. What an out- brand factory seconds, ideal for
garbage in county. Lowest floor furnace, like new $100.00. evening.
houses,
prices. Also newspapers from Phone 436-5519.
standing Christmas gift for your patios, carports, storage
DI6P
as .08
low
as
skirts,
trailer
fences,
Classs
1st
Bales.
800
HAY
bunif
free,
hauled
residences
family. Call Murray Cablevision
D20C 1959 FORD, good running con- Timothy and Red Clover. Call at 753-5005 before Dec. 22 and per square foot. Plexiglas for
dled. Phone 753-7450.
D16C take advantage of this exciting storm windows, doors, and
753-2318.
dition. $95.00 Phone 436BUY
TO
WANT
D22C combine cabs, as low as .50 per
offer.
D16P'
5800.
square foot. Ross & Tuck Salvage
BASSETT HOUNDS puppies.
901-587-2420, Martin, Tenn. Open
SEVERAL RICKS of firewood 1965 FORD station wagon, AKC registered. Also AKC
ONE
LOT
Cherry
of
750
lumber
Shepard
days a week. 25 selections of
6
German
registered
018C
753-9895.
p.m.
call after 5:00
Country Squire, V-8 automatic.
to 800 feet ). Will sell only by the paneling from $2.85 to $7.90 per
Excellent condition. Phone 436- puppies. Will make nice
lot for $265.00. Phone 753sheet. New and used money safes
DISC Christmas gifts. Phone 7532427.
D16C for sale.
D16C
D19C 8479.
6897.
1970 CHRYSLER, Newport
FURS
Custom, 2 door hardtop. Low REGISTERED IRISH setter
mileage and equipment loaded. male 1 year old. Phone 3234275,
BOUGHT WEEKLY
D18C Sedalia.
Phone 436-2427.
D22P
at
Friday
through
Monday
my home on Highway 641, 3
BEDROOM SUITE with half bed,
MUSIC
miles south of Murray.
- SPECIAL DISCOUNT PRICES complete with springs and
hiattress. Electric cook stove,
Pianos -Organs
DOUGLAS SHOEMAKER
on Famous Morse and Electrophonic Console and
Oak dresser, pie safe, trunks.
See why more people buy
D19P
Call 435-4042.
Wurlitzer than any other
Phone 753-3375
Component Stereo Sets
piano Sales-Service-Rental
purchase Practice piano and
studios .188 Music Center,
Murray, Ky. 753-7575:

Phone 753-5865

Central Shopping Center

Shop at Home

1966 RAMBLER American 1962 10x52 Liberty Mobile Home.
Station Wagon. 6 cylinder, All electric. Extra nice. Call 474automatic. Good condition. Call 2789.
TFC
DISC
after 5 p.m. 753-5889.

NOTICE

N-O-T-I-C-C-E

ESTIMATE

UL LOT for immediate
harp St. near city park
center, city school
iversity. Phone 806TFC

NOTICE

NOTICE

Another View

WEEKEND SALE, $125.00 off
solid walnut bed and marble top
dresser, $25.00 off stagecoach
i•.cker,$25.00 off antique Bamboo
rocker, icebox good condition,
bowl.
washstand, picture and
Lots of glass. All items would be
treasured Christmas gifts.
Collectors Cornor, Hwy. 121 N.
next to fairgrounds. Annette
D16C
Hood,Irene Ray.

Please Phone
Your

If No Results:
Phone

$1,000.00
$500.00
For information leading to the arrest and conviction
of person or persons responsible for the burglary of the
home of Dr. A. H. Koppenid on the night of November
24, 1972, at approximately 7 p.m. (Thanksgiving
weekendl. Believed to be a man and woman, driving a
dark brown Lincoln Continental

$500.00
For information leading to the return of a substantial
portion of the stolen property.
F.ach reward independent of the other.

Ray Brownfield

Contact -

c/o Peoples Bank
Murray, Ky.

753-1916
Before 5:00 p.m.,
Then
After 5:30 p.m. and
Until 6:30 p.m.

753-7278
LOST & FOUND
IF YOU can't find anything to
give your family for Christmas.
why not try giving cablevision?
Rest assured it will be very much
appreciated. Sign up before
December 22 and receive your
installation for only 99 cents. Call
Murray Cablevision at 753-5005
D22C
today.
REWARD: $25.00 Female Irish
Setter; Shawna, 1 year with
Tallahassee tag. Please call
Fred,753-0680. 141st around North
-D19P
5th Street.

OWENS
FOOD
MARKET
Phone 753-4682

1409 Main Street

Will Be
OPEN

SUNDAY

8-8

for your shopping convenience until
Christmas.
Be Sure To ORDER YOUR
* Pit Baked

Ham

PES1 CONTROL
*
AVERAGE HOME sprayed tom
$15.00. Six month guarantee. No
monthly contract required.
Superior Exterminating
Company. Phone 7537266.
Januaryllt

Bar-B-Que Shoulder

!
N0W !

for Christmas

aze
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Gas Is Apparent Cause
Of Explosion At Plant

49ers Can Clinch
Division Saturday

By M.W. MINARCIN
Associated Press Writer
WEIRTON. W. Va. ( AP) —
Officials say seeping gas apparently caused an explosion and
fire at a steel plant in which 21
nien died and more than 20 others were injured.
"What apparently went up
was coke oven gas — similar to
natural gas," said Fletcher L.
Et)ront, board chairman of
Koppers Construction Co. of
PittsbUrgh.
The blast Friday occurred in
a coke plant that Koppers was
building for Weirton Steel, a division of National Steel of Pittsburgh. The victims included
ettiployes if Koppers. Weirton
and at least two Koppers sub-

victims late Friday night.
By BRUCE LOW IT
Byrom said that he had no inearlier if the New York Jets
Associated Press Sports Writer knock 'off
formation an the source of the
the Browns. Should
By
the time Atlanta and Los Cleveland
gas, but workers in the area at
win and Pittsburgh
Angeles take the field Sunday, lose,
the time said it may have conic
the teams would end up
the
Falcons
against
Kansas tied at 10-4 and the Browns,
front a 54-inch coke gas line
by
City and the Rams against De- virtue
that fed the ovens. Coke gas is
of their better record
troit, they'll know if they're
a highly refined font I of natural
against divisional oppanents,
just going, through the motions would
gas that burns at the critically
win the title, leaving
or playing for all the marbles.
high temperatures required for
Pittsburgh with the AFC's
That's because their fate "wild
efficient operation of the ovens.
card" playoff berth.
could be decided Saturday.
Federal, state and company
Nat since the 1942 Chicago
when San Francisco faces Mininvestigations were to begin
Bears has a team cruised
nesota. in a pivotal National through
trying today to pinpoint the
an entire season unFootball League game. The scathed—
source of the gas.
and the Bears needed
49ers, by beating the Vikings, only
Si. powerful was the blast
11 games to do it.
can
clinch
the
National
that many of the dead were disConferThee Dolphins need 14 games
ence West title.
membered and decapitated. A
for perfection, which means
But should the Vikes prevail, only the
medical official said many of
Baltimore Colts, their
it'll be up far grabs. Going into lies
the identifications would have
an Saturday, stand in their
the weekend's action, the 49ers way.
to depend on dental records.
lead the Falcons by one-half
The blast centered in a chamMiami has already matched
Coke, ittade by specially
game with the Rams another
ber-like basement area beneath
several records en route to the
treating and baking coal at ex- the coke ovens. The concussion,
half-game back.
tremely high temperatures, is intensified by the close quarThe only other matters to be AFC East title. Among them
an ingredient essential to steel- ters, caved in brick walls,
decided before the playoffs be- are marks set by the 1934
making.
gin Dec. 23-24 are whether • Ars for the most consecutive
ripped aut steel reinforcements
"Just before the explosion, and rocked buildings M downPittsburgh will win its first title victories in a season and a
somebody smelled gas," Byrom town Weirton two miles away.
ever in 40 years or hand the record shared by four teams
said.
American Conference Central for the most victories in one
- J. Roger -Beidier, a Koppers.
The blast occurred just as a spokesman,said damage might
crown to Cleveland and whe- year.
coffee break was ending, and amount to millians of dollars
LUMINARIAS GALORE—There's nothing prettier than a house outlined in lights at Christma
ther the Miami Dolphins _will _ lit Sunday's other games,
s time. But in New Mexico houses
for hours there was confusion and would delay the plant's aren't illuminated by the standard colored lights but by candles or luminarias.
have the NFL's first perfect NFC East champion WashingPossibly the most spectacular display of luminarias
over haw many men might (awning indefinitely.
is found at the Hebenstreit mansion in Albuquerque, where more than 6,000 luminaria line
season in 30 years.
ton hosts Buffalo, AFC West
s
the walkways and roofs.
have been trapped in the deThe Steelers lead the Browns winner Oakland hosts Chicago,
bris. About 600 men were in the
by a game with one to go. Both NFC Central champ Green Bay
area at the time.
teams are already assured of a is at New Orleans, NFC wild
- More than 100 rescuers worplayoff berth.
card winner Dallas takes on the
ked with picks, crowbars, shoThe Steelers must beat San New York Giants, Cincinnati is
SELATTYN, England AP) month. Mrs. Thieu has been
vels and often their bare hands
Diego Sunday to lock up their at Houston, New England visits
— Lord Harlech, friend of the raising money for the hospital
for II hours before finally givfirst title of any kind—but they Denver and Philadelphia
is at
President
nearly
for
late
Kennedy
four
John
years.
F.
ing up the search for addition-.
can back into it a few hours St. Louis.
and a former British ambassaBARCELONA, Spain ( AP) —
dor to Washington, went to a
Copley News Service
Throughout the state, comwedding here carrying the Henry A. Kissinger has been
munities stage classic folkmonth-old 'baby of the bride voted the -personality of 1972"
C'hristmas in New Mexico is
plays such as "Las Posadas."
SAIGON AP
Cio»muntst and groom.
in a poll by the weekly magaa unique blend of "Season's
which dramatizes the Holy
gunners launched three attacks
The bride was Harlech's zine Mundo.
Greetings" and "Feliz Navifamily's search for lodgings
on Bien Hoa airbase today, hit- daughter, Victoria, 26, and the
A jury of journalists andad."
that first Christmas. The
ting
the
big
U.S.
and
South groom was Julian Lloyd, 25, nounced the award Friday
Santa Claus will be at the
In New Mexico, as in other
search ends when a warmVietnamese installation 15 son ot an English landowner. night.
Calloway
Public
County
areas of the United States, the
hearted family finally grants
miles north of Saigon with They lived together for some
Library on Tuesday, WedKissinger. President Nixon's
holiday season combines diMary and Joseph shelter for
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS tory over the Fighting Saints.
more
rockets.
than
20
nesday, and Thursday from
time in a commune and said national security advisor, got 94
vergent cultural customs and
the
night and a party involvBobby Hull and his Winnipeg
Stanfield converted Keke
Two Vietnamese civilians the idea of getting married nev- votes followed
3:00-4:00 p.m. There will be no
traditions into a kaleidoscope
by 59 for Ameriing cast and spectators en- Jets bit the World Hockey Asso- Martson's pass
to score the
were killed and at least one er occurred to them until their can swimming
morning story hour Wednesday
of lights, pageantry, good
ace Mark Spitz.
sues.
ciation dust Friday night clincher for the Aeros, who
wounded by rockets which hit daughter, Poppy, was born.
so that all the children may visit
West German Chancellor, Willy
times and solemn moments.
Another traditional drama
thanks to one of Hull's old Na- ended three-game Minnesota
with Santa at the afternoon nearby villages. No significant
As in other sections of the
presented at Christmas is tonal Hockey
Then. Victoria said, marriage Brandt picked up 24 votes and
unbeaten string.
League pals.
damage was reported to
story hour.
United States, New Mexicans
American actress Jane Fonda
"Los Pastores," ("The ShepBryan Campbell, a teammate
Ron Buchanan scored twice,
The Story Hour will also Vietnamese aircraft or two "seemed Ike a good idea. We got n.
take great pleasure in decoherds"
which
)
depicts
the
of Hull's at Chicago when both pacing the Cleveland Crusaders
feature a Christmas film and squadrons of U.S. Marine fight- would not like to do anything
rating their homes with lights
classic
conflict
between good
which could be a handicap to
of them were employed in the past Quebec.
er-bombers At Bien Hoa.
stories.
— LIM that's where the simiand evil.
Poppy
later
in
life."
NHL,scored two goals, the secThe Nordiques grabbed the
Friday,
rockets
‘'AN
killed six ciNUYS. Calif. 1AP —
All children from age 3 ,z to 8
larity ends.
Coupled with the Spanish
Lord and Lady Harlech re- Comedian
ond into an empty net to clinch early lead on a pair of goals by
vilians
and
temporarily
are invited to attend.
Here, the Christ Child's
Bob Hope, who beand American Christmas cusPhiladelphia's 6-4 victory over Alain Caron but the Crusaders
knocked out the base power turned from abroad for the cer- gan entertaining American
birth is heralded by thousands
toms are the winter fiestas
emony Friday at the village servicemen overseas
Winnipeg in the WHA Friday bounced from behind to take
plant.
of
glowing lurnutarias, softly
in 1950,
held
in
many
of the Indian
night.
control in the middle period on
glowing lights which guide the
U.S. B52s flew eight missions church here and arrived with has begun his 22nd and final
pueblos The dances at ChristElsewhere in the WHA, Hous- goals by Ralph Hopiavouri,
"Santo Nino" or Holy Child to
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